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  The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine how communication 
preferences, learning preferences, and perceptions about online learning affect 
nontraditional African American students’ participation in online world literature courses 
at a historically Black university (HBCU) in the southeastern United States. An 
instrumental case study was the research design used. Data were collected from 
individual interviews of participants and non-participatory observations of Blackboard 
course shells and analyzed through content analysis (Babbie, 2003). Chen’s Learner-to-
Learner Transactional Distance, Learner-to-Content Transactional Distance, and Learner-
to-Interface Transactional Distance theory (2001), along with Moore’s Theory of 
Transactional Distance (1996) informed the data analysis. Analysis occurred in two 
stages. Within-case analysis was used to understand the experiences of online learning 
with individual participants. Later, a cross-case analysis was used “to build abstractions 
across cases” (Merriam, 1998, p. 195) as well as to compare participants’ experiences to 
ascertain a grander view of participation of African American nontraditional students in 
online world literature classes.  
 The findings of the study explained nontraditional African American student 
preferences for frequent oral communication among students, preferably face-to-face. In 
addition, students wished to make oral contact with online instructors; however, they 
desired to have the instructor to communicate with them via email. In addition, findings 
 
 
 
 
also revealed how African American students could often be overwhelmed with long 
reading requirements. Their preferences were to have content condensed for learning. 
They also preferred to have study guides which highlighted key information to which 
one’s focus should be placed. Furthermore, students preferred to work and learn in 
groups. In order to enhance their enjoyment and participation in the course, participants 
preferred to make connections with subject matter, topics, and peers. For the most part, 
participants were drawn to online learning for the convenience, though their learning 
preferences were not often met in the online learning environment. While many 
participants found learning to be accessible and convenient through online courses, many 
of them were frustrated by slow response and feedback by online instructors and 
technical problems which may have occurred due to lack of savvy with online learning or 
Blackboard technicalities. Implications for higher education administrators, university 
professors, and students as related to online learning are provided. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Transacted through a computer, online learning, also referred to as e-learning, 
web-based instruction, or computer-based training, is defined as a form of distance 
education—education in which the student is not at the physical location of the main 
campus where courses are being taken (Barbour & Reeves, 2009). Sixty-six percent of 
two-to-four year colleges offer online courses (National Center for Education Statistics 
[NCES], 2008). Four and six-tenths million students were reported to have taken at least 
one online class in the fall of 2008, indicating a growth of 17 percent which exceeds the 
1.2 percent growth of the student population in higher education (NCES, 2009). In fact, it 
appears that the future is now, for “web-based learning [or online learning] has been 
predicted to be the future of all types of distance learning” (Lu, Yu, & Liu, 2003, p. 497). 
By 2014, 22 million students will take courses online (Ambient Insight, as cited in Nagel, 
2009). Though 5.14 million will take courses face-to-face, 3.5 million will take courses 
solely online and 18.65 million will take at least some classes online (Nagel, 2009).  
The increased use of online learning in colleges and universities has some of its 
beginnings in the $400 billion dollar business of higher education (Smith, 2010). 
Specifically, for-profit colleges and universities are making the accessibility of post-
secondary education to students who were normally excluded from traditional pathways 
of acquiring an education beyond high school a reality now more than ever (Kolowich, 
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2009). With the establishment of these online institutions of higher education, more 
nontraditional students can acquire degrees through billions of federal financial aid 
dollars which can be available to them. Given that these students have to continue to 
work and take care of families and other responsibilities of living, online learning allows 
them to earn degrees in various professional disciplines, some of which are most lucrative 
in today’s economy. Since these institutions acquire funding via financial aid through the 
federal government (Smith, 2010), and provide greater access for students who were 
considered by some to be vulnerable financially, constrained due to lack of time, and 
deemed questionable in their academic readiness in taking such an educational leap, 
traditional colleges and universities realized the needs that such a provision of higher 
education met for adult learners. Therefore, more colleges and universities across the 
United States started offering online courses and degree programs for their students as 
well.  
As a former university instructor of online courses, I immediately saw the need to 
offer online courses since accessibility to higher education was a concern; however, I 
became more interested in how adult learners were actually using the technology in their 
classes. Because many of my students were both traditional and nontraditional, I was 
especially struck by the low numbers of African American students who were taking 
online courses. Further, I was even more curious about nontraditional students’ usage of 
technology since some of those students did not grow up in a digital age. 
Considering my teaching context being a historically Black university, I was 
familiar with the oral tradition that is a strong component of African American culture 
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(Boone, 2003) and communication. Therefore, I knew that the spoken word is not the 
primary communication format in online courses. Additionally, from my experience 
teaching, I found many of my African American students enjoyed working 
collaboratively. Though, the collaborative learning model is often difficult, if non-
existent, in many online courses. After all, online learning tends to be oftentimes 
individualistic and isolated (Vanderpool, 2009). Too, African Americans tend to prefer 
teacher immediacy (White, 1992), which is often not as achievable in online courses. All 
in all, I questioned if there was too much distance in distance learning and if such a 
communication format excluded learners from diverse backgrounds, including lower 
socioeconomic status communities. 
More specifically, I seriously wondered, within this new frontier of accessibility 
to higher education, who is actually being left behind. With the newness of technology 
and how to navigate its various mechanisms, I found myself questioning if my 
nontraditional students, those who did not grow up in the digital age, were being 
excluded from acquiring a preparatory knowledge base about computers and how they 
are used as a main vehicle for college course delivery. I also wondered if these students 
could afford the technology, such as computers, Internet connections, Broadband 
connections, and software, required to participate in online learning. In addition to this 
potential kind of exclusion, I wondered about the impact of them not having the social 
capital or network to even know that online courses were available and further, what their 
benefits and disadvantages were so that they could make more informed decisions about 
taking online versus face-to-face courses.  
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While I understood that “everything is politically and economically motivated” (J. 
Cooper, Personal Communication, March 25, 2005), I clearly surmised that the growth of 
online learning is a result of the changing economy and technological advances. 
Nonetheless, there are many advantages that online learning offers students, teachers, and 
schools (Puzziferro & Shelton, 2008) that would also make it enticing to nontraditional 
learners. A major benefit of online learning for students includes 24-hour access to virtual 
classrooms and flexible schedules, allowing students to learn around their many 
responsibilities. Also, online learning students enjoy the ability to access course materials 
such as syllabi, notes from students, research tools, and interactive instruction. Moreover, 
online students also have the benefit of communicating with other students around the 
world through e-mail, discussion boards, and chats. Another benefit extends to students 
with physical challenges who are able to earn college credit without physically having to 
navigate a campus (Crow, 2008). 
Students are not the only members of the university who benefit from online 
learning; instructors reap many of the benefits as well (Barcelona, 2009). Some 
instructors prefer web-based courses because it may reduce workloads through automatic 
scoring of tests and require less time on mundane tasks like copying and distributing 
course information. In addition, pre-developed and standardized courses offer teachers 
less preparation time for classes they may teach frequently. Likewise, adjunct instructors, 
in particular, enjoy the benefits of teaching online because it allows them the ability to 
work for multiple universities without travel (Holstead, Spradlin, Plucker, & Indiana 
University, 2008). Also, online instructors benefit from online learning management 
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systems such as Blackboard and WebCT’s ability to keep excellent records of discussion 
boards, grades, and e-mails (Holstead et al., 2008). Just like students, online instructors 
are able to connect to faculty members all over the world, many of whom they would not 
otherwise have interactions within traditional settings. 
Just as some students and instructors benefit from online learning, institutions also 
benefit from offering online courses. Universities and colleges offering online courses 
can remove the physical boundaries of their campuses and appeal to larger numbers of 
students and diverse-student populations by offering a wider variety of courses and 
sections (Barcelona, 2009). Additionally, whether institutions are public or private, online 
colleges are eligible for government dollars through financial aid, as well as subsidized 
and unsubsidized student loans (www.allonlineschools.com, 2006-2009). In addition, 
many online institutions financially benefit from corporations’ educational-
reimbursement plans that pay workers for professional development. Due to time 
constraints and other responsibilities, many of these workers elect to enhance their 
careers through online courses (Barcelona, 2009). As a result, online colleges and 
universities can be highly profitable (Smith, 2010). 
With all of the benefits that online learning offers to various entities and members 
of academia, web-based instruction may appear to be the pedagogical solution to issues 
such as access to learning, information acquisition, course communication, classroom 
management, and space. However, online learning has its disadvantages for students, 
instructors, and administrators as well. For instance, learning online takes a great deal of 
self discipline and time management skills. Online learning students are often balancing 
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work and family obligations, and they may find it difficult to manage their own time 
(Vanderpool, 2009). In addition, students may also find it difficult to use the technology, 
depending on their experiences with learning platforms and technology in general 
(Vanderpool, 2009). Furthermore, some students report feeling alienated from peers and 
the instructors as direct face-to-face contact is not involved and teachers are often not 
available to answer questions instantly when students may prefer to have them answered 
(Vanderpool, 2009). 
Similarly, instructors may also report disadvantages to web-based courses. In 
face-to-face environments, teachers are able to watch facial expressions and body 
language to determine if students understand concepts or not; however, in online courses, 
a teacher may not know if students do not comprehend unless the student tells her/him 
(Hill, 2008). Also, instructors of online courses often report that they must prepare more 
for online classes than face-to-face classes (Gudea, 2008). Furthermore, some instructors 
do not receive the training needed to feel comfortable teaching online (Gudea, 2008). 
Administrators, like students and teachers, also report disadvantages with online 
learning. One disadvantage for administrators is affording the technology to support 
trends with online learning (Parry, 2009). Schools may also find it difficult to locate the 
resources to provide student and instructor training needed to complete courses 
successfully. In addition, schools may find it difficult to fund technical support staff who 
may assist teachers and students with their computer needs (Parry, 2009). 
On the surface, online learning could appear to be an educational utopia, 
seemingly offering access to all by solving traditional educational issues dealing with 
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course communication, classroom management, and information acquisition. On one 
hand, online learning could be seen as a great equalizer for many; however, on the other 
hand, it is also considered to be a great divider. The disparity between different groups 
who have access to computer technology was coined as the Digital Divide by Amy 
Harmon and Jonathan Weber, two writers from the L.A. Times (Servon, 2002). The 
Digital Divide describes the differences which exist between those who have access to 
technology and those who do not (Block, 2010). The popularity of the term grew in the 
mid-nineties with the Clinton-Gore administration (Servon, 2002).  
     Today, defining the gap is quite complex. Access to computers only scratches the 
surface of problems with the Digital Divide (Hargittai, 2010). Access commonly implies 
one’s ability to go online at home and does not take into account one’s ability to use the 
Internet at work or school (Hargittai, 2010). In fact, some groups have access at one point 
and lose it at another. While the Clinton administration’s U.S. National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration clearly defined the Digital Divide 
based on groups who had access and those who did not, the gap does not solely depend 
on one’s ability to get to a computer (Warschauer, 2003).  
Given this information, the digital divide is a misnomer that should be called 
digital inequality because there are no clear haves and have-nots (Warschauer, 2004). It is 
important to note that while digital inequality is similar to economic inequality; it is not 
equivalent to it (DiMaggio, Hargittai, Celeste, & Shafer, 2001). Terming the issue as 
digital inequality would encompass more of the issues surrounding computer usage: 
content, language, education, literacy, community, and social resources and not just one’s 
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ability to acquire access. Causes of digital inequality are complicated and often 
intertwined between ways of access, race, education, gender, and age (DiMaggio et al., 
2001). Therefore, digital inequality is included in this study because communication and 
learning materials were delivered in ways that were documented throughout the research 
literature to be preferred by ethnic majority or European American students (Warschauer, 
2003). The students about whom I was interested are nontraditional African American 
undergraduate students.  
Theoretical Framework 
The theoretical framework which guided this study is one created by Chen (2001). 
Chen’s (2001) study expands upon Moore’s Theory of Transactional Distance (1996). In 
order to fully explore Chen’s (2001) theory, Moore’s Theory of Transactional Distance 
(1996) must be explained first. Moore’s Theory of Transactional Distance (1996) is a 
foundational distance learning theory (Woods & Baker, 2004) which explains the 
potential for transactional distance between teachers and learners in a course. 
Transactional distance is the psychological and communication space that exists between 
teachers and learners in both traditional face-to-face classes and distance education 
courses (Moore, 1996). Because there is an obvious physical separation between teachers 
and learners in distance education courses, the potential for transactional distance is much 
greater than traditional face-to-face courses.  
As one may or may not expect, the transactional distance between the student and 
the instructor is not absolute, but it is based on the perception of the teacher and learner 
(Moore, 1996). Perceptions of transactional distance are shaped by the structure of the 
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distance learning course, the interaction between the student and learner, and the degree 
of self-directedness of the learner. Moore (1996) succinctly refers to these three variables 
as dialogue, structure, and learner autonomy in his theory. 
According to Moore (1996), these three variables intertwine and contribute to the 
perceived distance between the teacher and learner in a distance education course. The 
first area of Moore’s Theory of Transactional Distance centers on dialogue. Moore 
defines dialogue as the positive, constructive communication that exists when the teacher 
gives instruction and the learner responds. The two kinds of dialogue in a distance 
education course include one-way and two-way. An example of a one-way format would 
be a television program used for instruction. In instructional television programming, the 
dialogue is one-way because the student does not have the opportunity to interrupt the 
program and engage in a response. One-way programming such as instructional 
television is considered to be highly structured. Moore considers highly structured 
courses as classes that already anticipate the needs and concerns of students. Highly 
structured courses often provide pre-developed, standardized course materials at the 
beginning of the course. If distance education is highly structured and dialogue is non-
existent, then the transactional distance between teacher and learner is sizable.  
The other kind of dialogue that could surface in distance education course is two-
way dialogue (Moore, 1996). Two-way communication can be synchronous or 
asynchronous (Chen, 2001). An example of two-way dialogue could be a discussion 
board offered through an online learning platform such as Blackboard. Optimally, the 
teacher would provide the instruction, and the students would respond. The students’ 
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ability to respond to the teacher through discussion posts makes the dialogue two-way. 
Other examples of two-way communication are e-mails, synchronous chats, and 
synchronous class sessions. If a distance education course allows for two-way discussion, 
the students would have the ability to mold the course. Two-way communication courses 
are often considered to have low structure. Moore defines low-structure courses as 
classes in which students construct and shape the development of the course (Moore, 
1996). If a distance education course is less structured, then transactional distance 
between the student and the teacher is small. 
The last area of Moore’s Theory of Transaction Distance is learner autonomy. 
Moore (1996) defines learner autonomy as a student who can complete and understand 
tasks without emotionally depending on the instructor. Moore’s theory concludes that the 
more structure a course has the more learner autonomy the students must have. In 
contrast, the less structure that a distance learning course possesses, the less autonomous 
a learner must be.  
In summary, Moore’s (1996) theory discusses how dialogue, structure, and 
learner autonomy contribute to perceived distance in distance education courses. The 
more dialogue there is, the less distance there is between the learner and educator. In 
contrast, the more structured an online class is, the more distance there is between the 
student and teacher. In other words, highly structured courses which include inflexible 
syllabi, assignments, instructions, and questions and answers would minimize the need 
for communication between the instructor and learner. As such, the more structured the 
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class is, the more autonomous the learner should be and thus, the more distance there is 
between student and learner. 
 While Moore’s (1996) Theory of Transactional Distance focuses on synchronous 
courses or courses in which the teacher and learner communicate at the same time, 
Chen’s theory is more suitable for online learning because it focuses on asynchronous 
learning. Chen’s (2001b) research about perceived distances in distance education 
courses focuses on asynchronous courses—those in which the learner’s and professor’s 
communication does not occur at the same time. In my dissertation study, the online 
world literature course was taught asynchronously, making Chen’s (2001b) extension of 
Moore’s (1996) Theory of Transactional Distance is a better theoretical framework to 
employ.  
 More so, Chen’s (2001b) extension of Moore’s (1996) Theory of Transactional 
Distance focuses on courses which occur via the World Wide Web and by video-
conferencing. As such, Chen’s (2001a) definitions of distance, structure, and learner 
autonomy are more fitting because they contain additional dimensions not included in 
Moore’s (1996) Theory of Transactional Distance. Chen’s (2001a) definition of dialogue 
contains three dimensions, while structure and learner autonomy contains two dimensions 
each. Unlike Moore (1996) who considered dialogue only as it related to positive 
communication between teacher and learner, Chen’s (2001a) explanation of perceived 
distance based on dialogue accounted for communication which can transact in three 
ways: (a) in class through discussions (a kind of dialogue that can be seen in discussion 
threads online); (b) out of class by electronic communication where learners and the 
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professor can communicate through emails and text messages; and (c) out of class 
through face-to-face interaction, a form of communication that is likely to occur when  
students engage in conversation with  peers or the professor in person. 
 In addition, Chen (2001a) also found that perceived distance in structure may be 
influenced by both course organization and course delivery which can be traditional or 
dynamic. Traditional organization would include the professor’s posting of syllabi, 
course objectives, assignments, and assessments (2001a) in rigid or flexible ways. 
Furthermore, Chen also reported how delivery of course information can be dynamic and 
includes open discussions, lectures, and other activities designed to foster learning or it 
can be rigid. He discussed how low rigidity in delivery was significant to increased 
discussions, though the rigidity of course organization had no influence.  
 While Chen (2001a) echoes Moore’s (1996) definition of  learner autonomy as the 
learner’s ability to work independently of classmates and the professor, Chen’s definition 
also includes interdependence as a form of learner autonomy. Interdependence refers to 
team work or collaborative learning which is the acceptance of one’s need to collaborate 
with others (Boud, 1988; Schlossberg, Lynch, & Chickering, 1989). Garland (1994) 
supported the aforementioned definition of interdependence as autonomous when he 
stated how autonomous learners are able to find resources, and set goals, but they can 
also recognize a need for support when required. 
 Furthermore, Chen (2001a) also found that there were actually four different 
dimensions of transactional distance which go beyond Moore’s (1996) focus on teacher 
and learner communication. According to Chen, the four dimensions of  transactional 
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distance are as follows: (a) Learner Instructor Transactional Distance which relates to 
students’ perception of positive communication between the professor and learner; (b) 
Learner to Learner Transactional Distance which relates to how other students positively 
communicate and connect with each other; (c) Learner Content Transactional Distance 
which relates to how students comprehend course content like lectures, quizzes, and 
assignments; and (d) Learner Interface Transactional distance which includes the ease of 
use in terms of navigating platforms, taking quizzes, and conducting discussions. 
Positive communication in Learner Instructor Transactional Distance is reflected 
in four ways: (a) learners understand concepts and theories presented by instructor; (b) 
learners agree with the feedback and comments posted by the instructor; (c) learners find 
the teacher accessible; and (d) learners perceive the overall quality of the interaction 
between the learner and the teacher as positive. Similarly, perceived distance in Learner 
to Learner Transactional Distance is also revealed in four ways: (a) learners understand 
perspectives and ideas presented by other learners; (b) learners agree with comments and 
feedback posted by other students; (c) learners find other students accessible; and (d) 
learners perceive overall interaction among students as one of quality. 
Chen (2001a) discussed the two other indicators in perceived distance as learner 
content transactional distance and learner interface transactional distance. Less perceived 
distance occurs in learner content transactional distance when learners understand 
theories, concepts, and perspectives in the course. In addition, less distance is perceived 
when learners feel that their needs are met with materials, objectives, and overall 
learning. There is lower transactional distance when learners perceive delivery systems as 
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user friendly, meaning they are able to navigate the course, upload assignments, and 
successfully submit assessments (Chen, 2001b). 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this instrumental case study (Stake, 1995) is to examine how 
communication preferences, learning preferences, and perceptions about online learning 
affect nontraditional African American students in their participation in online world 
literature courses at a Historically Black College and University (HBCU) in the 
southeastern United States. 
Research Questions 
The overarching question in this study is: How do communication and learning 
preferences, along with perceptions about online learning, of nontraditional African 
American students affect their participation in online world literature courses at a 
southeastern HBCU? Supporting this overarching question are the following specific 
questions: 
1. How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU perceive online learning? 
2.  How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU perceive face-to-face learning? 
3.  How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU describe their communication preferences? 
4.  How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU describe their learning preferences? 
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5.  How easily do nontraditional African American students navigate around the 
Blackboard platform? 
6. How do nontraditional African American students perceive online content like 
quizzes, tests, discussion boards, and assignments? 
7.  How do communication and learning preferences and perceptions about 
online learning affect nontraditional African American students’ participation 
in online literature courses at this southeastern HBCU? 
Definition of Key Terms 
African American Communication: A dynamic, expressive, and intense speech 
pattern which usually involves frequent interaction between the speaker and active 
listener (Daniel & Smitherman, 1989; Foster, 2002; Holtgraves & Dulin, 1994; Rovai, 
Gallien, & Wighting, 2005). 
 Cognitive Style: Cognitive style refers to “a distinct and consistent way for an 
individual to encode, store, and perform” (Atkinson, 2004, p. 663). Witikin and 
Goodenough (1977) describe cognitive style as the way one thinks or processes 
information. According to Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, and Cox (1977), cognitive style 
can fall into one or two categories: field independent or field dependent. While field 
independent learners are analytical and prefer to work autonomously, field dependent 
learners prefer to work concretely and collaboratively.  
Culture: Culture is the communication patterns, values, beliefs, and aesthetic 
standards passed from one generation to the next (Parillo, 2003, as cited in Rovai et al., 
2005); it influences how members see the world (Adler, 2001, as cited in Rovai et al., 
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2005). Goodenough (1981) explains how language is key to learning: “Culture is not the 
material artifacts or observed traditions; rather, it is ‘what is learned,’ the things one 
needs to know in order to meet the standards of others” (p. 50). Goodenough (1981) also 
adds, “Public culture is not taken as a given simply to be described; [rather it] . . . takes it 
as phenomenon to be explained” (p. 59). 
Digital Inequality: Digital inequality is unequal usage of computer technology 
which can be related to such factors as course content, language usage, educational 
background, literacy proficiency, community agency, and availability of social resources. 
It is not just one’s ability to access technology. Causes of digital inequality are further 
complicated and often intertwined between ways of access, race, education, gender, and 
age (DiMaggio et al., 2001).  
Face-to-Face Learning: Learning which takes place when both the instructor and 
student are present in the same space, at the same time, live and not virtual (McConnel, 
2000). 
HBCU: Historically Black Colleges and Universities are institutions of higher 
learning formed before 1964 in order to meet the educational needs of Black students 
(U.S. Department of Education, 2010). 
Learning Preferences: According to Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences, 
there are many ways in which individuals may learn. Gardner cites visual, auditory, and 
kinesthetic as a few examples of the many intelligences in which learners may prefer to 
utilize to gain knowledge (Gardner, Howard, & Moran, 2006). While visual learners must 
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see to learn, auditory learners must hear; kinesthetic learners must physically manipulate 
objects to learn. 
Nontraditional Students: The definition of a nontraditional student varies and can 
include any one of the below listed characteristics: (NCES, 2002, as cited in AARCO, 
2009). 
1. Did not enter college during the same year of high school graduation. 
2. Works full time while attending college part or full-time. 
3. Is financially independent from a legal guardian. 
4. Has children. 
5. Is a single parent. 
6. Has a General Educational Development for high school equivalency rather 
than a high school diploma. 
Perceptions of Online Learning: In this study, the term refers to how 
nontraditional students view their past, present, and/or future experiences with online 
learning. Further, perceptions are meanings one gives to his/her experiences. 
 For this study, nontraditional students were placed into two categories: Digital 
Natives and Digital Immigrants as defined by Prensky (2001). According to Prensky, 
digital natives were born into the digital world, but technology entered the lives of digital 
immigrants later in life. Because personal computers became popular in the early 
eighties, any student born in the early 1980s will be considered a digital native; any 
student born earlier than the 1980s will be considered a digital immigrant. 
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Limitations of the Study 
According to Stake (1995), an instrumental case study is to identify factors that 
function to influence the central phenomenon of the study. The purpose of this study was 
to identify factors that affected nontraditional African American students’ participation in 
online world literature classes at a southeastern HBCU. This study has several 
limitations. A major limitation is that it focuses on a single southeastern HBCU. As such, 
findings from the study may not be applicable to all universities. In addition, all 
participants in the study were instructed by a single instructor within two sections of the 
world literature class at this HBCU. One of the sections was completely online with the 
other section being a blended course—one that combines both face-to-face and online 
instructional modes of delivery. Therefore, findings do not represent the experiences of 
all online students at this particular southeastern HBCU. Finally, as Creswell (2003) 
advises, “the findings could be subject to other interpretations” (p. 149). Thus, the 
interpretations of the findings of this study will be left to the individual reader. 
Significance of the Study 
This study has the potential to impact administrators, researchers, instructors, and 
students. First of all, this study has the potential to aid administrators because knowledge 
gained about the student populations’ preferences in online learning could increase 
African American participation in online courses which is imperative to the future growth 
of this southeastern HBCU as well as to all institutions of higher education. In fact, 
African Americans comprise 82 percent of the population of this southeastern minority-
serving institution, and at the time of the study the university offered four online degrees. 
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Because distance education administrators are aiming to increase the number of online 
courses, discovering factors that may improve African American participation in online 
courses is imperative to the future success and growth of the institution. 
Furthermore, researchers would also benefit from this study because it would 
expand knowledge about transactional distance. To date, neither Moore’s Theory of 
Transactional Distance (1996) nor Chen’s (2001) has ever been examined through an 
African American cultural lens. Applying both transactional distance theories to African 
American students who attend an HBCU could shed valuable light on beneficial teacher-
to-student, student-to-student, student- to-content, and student-to-interface relationships 
in online environments. 
In addition, online instructors at the location of the study will benefit from hearing 
the voices of African American student attendees. Knowing about communication and 
learning preferences along with perceptions of online learning of nontraditional African 
American students at this southeastern HBCU will help instructors create courses which 
meet students’ communication and learning preferences. Designing online courses that 
students prefer could optimize learning and foster positive learning experiences for both 
online instructors and students. 
Finally, African American students attending this southeastern HBCU would 
benefit from this study. If instructors incorporated communication, learning preferences, 
and preferable online curriculums in the content of their courses and in their program 
areas, it could increase nontraditional African American student participation. 
Additionally, nontraditional African American students attending this southeastern 
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HBCU could also benefit from the study as well. Engaging students in online learning 
could potentially assist them in becoming more competitive in a global economy. This 
study has the capability of identifying key factors needed to encourage enrollment of 
nontraditional African American students from diverse backgrounds in online courses, 
thereby allowing students to remain competitive at a time where more emphasis is being 
placed on technology. 
Summary 
This chapter provided an introduction to the research study. The introduction 
covered information about the growing boom of online learning, its advantages and 
disadvantages, and the digital inequality which may be experienced by students in 
institutions of higher education. I also shared my rationale for completing the study. In 
addition, this chapter also discussed the theoretical framework, the purpose of the study, 
and the research questions explored. Definitions of key terms are provided as well as 
limitations and the significance of the study are explained.  
Chapter II presents reviews related literature on adult learning theory, ways in 
which African Americans learn, influences on digital inequality, as well as other related 
studies about culture and online learning.  
Chapter III describes the research methodology and includes data collection 
procedures, analysis, role of researcher, and trustworthiness. 
Chapter IV discusses the findings from the analysis of the data. Chapter V provides 
further discussion of the implications for policy and practice. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature as it relates to the research 
topic and overarching research question. This chapter is organized into four sections. 
The first section discusses adult learning theory including instructional practices best 
suited for adult learners. The second section is divided into the following subsections: 
influence of culture on communication and learning; African American speech and 
dialogue; and African American learning styles. The third section of this chapter focuses 
on digital inequality as related to race, ways of access, time of use, locations of exposure, 
historically Black colleges and universities, and age. The final section reviews research 
studies related to culture and online learning    
Adult Learning Theory 
 As a whole, andragogy is an adult learning theory that supports the premise that 
adults must be educated differently than children (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 1998). 
In contrast to children, adults need to understand why they are learning, learn from errors, 
take responsibility for their own learning, learn in ways which will help them personally, 
focus on problem solving, and be motivated internally (Cranton, 1992; Knowles et al., 
1998). Further, Cantor (1992) made several assumptions based on this theory that 
includes the notions that: (a) adults need to be shown respect; (b) adults are autonomous 
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and self-directed; (c) adults are goal-oriented; (d) adults are relevancy oriented (problem 
centered) —they need to know why they are learning something; (e) adults are practical 
and problem-solvers; and (f) adults have accumulated life experiences and knowledge 
from their work. In other words, “andragogy means that instruction for adults needs to 
focus more on the process and less on the content being taught (Kearsley, n.d). Moreover, 
when andragogy is applied culturally, race, class, and gender are important factors in 
academics (Imel, 2001). When ethnic  and gender minority adult students learn, it is 
important for them to share their life experiences with the class, be sensitive to individual 
differences, learn in culturally relevant ways, and form relationships with their peers 
(Imel, 2001). 
Kolb (1984) is well-known for his learning style theory as related to adults. 
According to Kolb, learning styles can be seen on a continuum that falls within a four-
stage learning cycle. In Stage One, one has to have a concrete experience or be involved 
in a new experience. In Stage Two, through the concrete experience one has reflective 
observations through watching others or developing observations about the experience. In 
Stage Three, the Stage Two observations are assimilated into abstract conceptualizations. 
In other words, one begins to create theories to explain observations and produce 
implications for action. In Stage Four, through active experimentation, one actively tests 
out their theories to solve problems and thus make decisions. Kolb’s learning styles were 
made more concrete for instructional use by Hartman (1995). Instructional strategies that 
respond to the concrete experiencer are laboratories, field work, observations or trigger 
films. For the reflective observer, use of logs, journals or brainstorming are most 
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appropriate. Providing for the abstract conceptualizer, lectures, papers, and analogies are 
great sources to encourage maximum participation. The active experimenter responds 
well to simulations, case studies, and homework. 
Brookfield (1995) explored four major adult learning processes. First of all, adult 
learners desire to take control of their learning; it is self-directed. They do so by setting 
up their own goals, by searching for resources that will assist them in meeting their goals, 
by deciding on learning styles that will best suite them in completing their tasks, and by 
evaluating their process. Secondly, critical reflection is a process of learning how adults 
think contextually and critically. Third, experiential learning can be maximized by adult 
teachers using their adult students’ experiences within their teaching. Finally, learning to 
learn is not just for the present; it is for the purpose of lifelong learning. 
Influence of Culture on Communication and Learning 
Culture is the communication patterns, values, beliefs, and aesthetic standards 
passed from one generation to the next (Parillo, 2003, as cited in Rovai et al., 2005); it 
influences how its members see the world (Adler, 2001, as cited in Rovai et al., 2005). 
Therefore, if culture has such an impact on how members view the world around them, it 
can also be surmised that culture can be an influential factor in how one learns (Shade, 
1989). It is important, however, to recognize that not all scholars give credence to 
culture’s impact on learning. Many researchers believe that culture has nothing to do with 
learning and performance (Rovai et al., 2005). Further, these researchers believe that 
students have their own individual ways of learning that have nothing to do with culture. 
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Scholars who subscribe to this school of thought posit that students, regardless of culture, 
must meet the demands set by the instructor if they desire to succeed. 
In contrast, scholars who study cultural relevance in teaching have different 
opinions about the importance of culture and learning. Theorists like Geneva Gay (2006) 
and Gloria Ladson-Billings (2009) believe that culture influences how one communicates 
in the classroom and has an important impact on how members of a culture may perform 
academically. In fact, scholars like Ogbu (1999) demonstrated how every culture has its 
own language and code. Singer (1987) agreed when he said, “Language is the 
manifestation-verbal or otherwise of the perceptions, attitudes, values, beliefs and 
disbelief systems that the group holds” (as cited in Gay, 2006, p. 5). Therefore culture, 
due to its influences on communication, is significant to teaching and learning (Collis, 
1999). 
Further, studies demonstrated that communication patterns could be a key 
contributor to the disparities in achievement between Black and White students (Johnson, 
2002; Ladson-Billings, 2006; Rovai et al., 2005). These disparities exist not only in K-12 
education, but also all the way to graduate schools (Rovai et al., 2005) and in online 
learning as well (Korgen, Odell, & Schumacher, 2001). When students do not speak the 
language of the dominant culture, they can be left behind academically. 
African American Speech and Dialogue 
Generally speaking, Black speech is emotionally intense, expressive, dynamic and 
demonstrative in comparison to Europeans’ (Holtgraves & Duline, 1994; Kochman & 
Neuliep, 2002, as cited in Rovai et al., 2005; Walker, 2003). African Americans need 
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teacher immediacy, signs that the teacher shows attentiveness, liking, closeness and 
engagement (Boykin, 1983). In other words, they prefer for their teachers to speak 
directly to them when in a classroom situation. Boykin (1983) stated that they also need 
nonverbal immediacy like smiles, eye contact, and movement around the classroom. 
Most HBCU professors’ teaching styles include dominating the classroom with 
challenging, yet nurturing highly rhetorical communication and using analogies to create 
realistic situations (Boykin, 1986), perhaps another way in responding to the need of their 
students for teacher immediacy 
 In addition, African Americans have unique speech patterns. One speech pattern 
used by African Americans is call and response. It is an important speech pattern found in 
African American dialogue (Daniel & Smitherman, 1989; Foster, 2002). Call and 
response is the “African derived communication process of spontaneous verbal and 
nonverbal interaction between speaker and listener in that all of the speakers “calls” are 
punctuated by expressive ‘responses’ from the listener” (Boone, 2003, p. 104). Further, 
call and response functions as an encouragement to the speaker and fosters community. 
More specifically, famous educators like Marva Collins use call and response to produce 
high performing African American students (Boone, 2003). In addition, call and response 
is also used in college settings with African American professors where the majority of 
students are African American. When used in the classroom, it is used to demonstrate 
students’ understanding that the classroom is a community. It helps students unite in the 
classroom community (Kochman, 1983, as cited in Boone, 2003). Thus, the student 
becomes a part of the class by showing his unique view and connections to the group. 
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African American Learning Styles  
Generally speaking, Litzinger and Osif (1992) define learning styles as “the 
different ways in which children and adults think and learn” (1992, p. 73). Each person 
develops a preferred and consistent set of behaviors or approaches to learning. Cognition, 
or how one acquires knowledge must be considered. Additionally, conceptualization or 
how one processes information is equally as important. People’s motivation, the way they 
make decisions, the values they have, as well as their emotional preferences also 
influence and help to define their learning styles. In addition, according to Cassidy 
(2004), how one learns is improved if one is taught based on one’s learning style. 
According to White (1992), African Americans in general are high context learners who 
are field-dependent, meaning they prefer the teacher to disseminate knowledge. The 
cultural learning style of many African American students requires collaborative 
learning. In other words, African Americans like to work in groups as opposed to 
working individually. In addition, African Americans prefer to learn concepts that are 
“real” as opposed to abstract (White, 1992). They need to know how a concept or 
situation has real impact in one’s life. In contrast, people from European backgrounds 
tend to be field independent learners who prefer cognitive styles that allow them to 
construct their own knowledge (Morse, 2003). European Americans tend to prefer to 
learn through individual achievement in competitive atmospheres that are self-regulated, 
a factor that contributes to their field independence (Shealey, Lue, Brooks, & McCray, 
2005; White, 1992). 
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Boykin (1983) reiterated that African Americans learn more in environments that 
not only have affect, but in ones that are harmonious, involve cooperation, and include a 
strong sense of community. In fact, African Americans learn less in competitive, highly 
stratified environments (Boykin, 1983). Other confirmations of the importance of the 
social component to African American learning come from Gallien and Peterson (2004) 
who reported how African American learners take on personable approaches to learning 
rather than independent and analytical means. Further, Anderson and Adams (1992) 
echoed similar findings as they reported how African American students have 
“competence in cooperation, performance, visual perception, symbolic expression, 
narrative, and are less comfortable when they must complete tasks which require 
independence, or verbal skills” (p. 21). In contrast, European Americans tend to prefer to 
learn through individual achievement in competitive atmospheres that are self-regulated, 
a factor that contributes to their field independence (Shealey et al., 2005; White, 1992).  
Adding to the body of research about African American learning styles, Ibarra 
(2001) shared how African Americans are global learners who find it difficult to separate 
parts from the whole. Instead, African Americans flourish in learning environments 
which have defined goals and reinforcement, allow for observational approaches like a 
reliance on examples, and avoid negative criticisms which often negatively affect African 
American learners. Too, the importance of the learning styles or preferences among 
African American learners is further corroborated in the Duncan and Barber-Freeman 
(2008) study. While studying the learning preferences of graduate students attending an 
HBCU, the researchers discovered how learning communities were key to the educational 
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success of African American students. When African American students in their study 
learned in communities, they earned higher grades, improved writing skills, increased 
communication skills, and formed life-long friendships with peers (Duncan & Barber-
Freeman, 2008).  
Digital Inequality 
Digital inequality is unequal usage of computer technology which can be related 
to such factors as course content, language usage, educational background, literacy 
proficiency, community agency, and availability of social resources. It is not just one’s 
ability to access technology. Causes of digital inequality are further complicated and 
often intertwined between ways of access, race, education, gender, and age (DiMaggio et 
al., 2001). Additionally, Digital inequality is a complex issue which includes ways of 
access, time of usage, locations of exposure, education and economic status, and age of 
use. Often these subtopics of the issue are intertwined making the digital puzzle difficult 
to solve. 
Ways of Access 
 Studies revealed that how one accesses the Internet may influence how one 
benefits from Internet usage. For instance, Broadband users report broader uses and reap 
more advantages than dial-up users (Horrigan & Rainie, 2002). According to the Pew 
Internet & American Life Project’s The Broadband Difference (2002), broadband users 
are more likely to be creators and managers of content online, satisfy their queries online, 
complete job searches, product research, and get news online. John Horrigan’s (2009) 
study revealed how 63 percent of adult users access the Internet through Broadband, 
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despite price increases in Broadband connections and the recession. The largest growth 
was reported among senior citizens and low income Americans. Unlike other groups, 
African Americans had their second year of below average growth. In 2008, 43 percent of 
African Americans reported use of Broadband compared to a mere 46 percent in 2009. 
Only 7 percent of Americans do not use Broadband. Factors affecting their non-use 
included price, need of use, and availability in their area. The Pew Internet Survey (Jones 
& Fox, 2009) and Horrigan (2009) of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 
revealed how household education levels and economic statuses are key factors of 
Internet usage in American households. For example, older African American households 
with higher levels of education and income are more likely to have Broadband access 
(Jones & Fox, Survey, 2009)  
Time of Use 
  Though users of Broadband may report more advanced uses of the Internet, 
neither access through Broadband nor dial-up negate digital inequality. Gant, Turner-Lee, 
Li, and Miller (2010) remind the public that use does not necessarily equate to equal use. 
In fact, one factor that Gant et al. (2010) wanted the public to take into consideration is 
time of use. They found that groups who have used the Internet longer have been able to 
maximize more benefits from it such as social networking and online banking. Since 
African Americans who use the Internet tend to be younger, Whites have at least a ten-
year advantage of use and are able to enjoy more complex usage. Hargiatti (2010) echoed 
the similar findings, reporting that Whites use the Internet in more advanced ways.  
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Locations of Exposure 
Adding another piece to the digital puzzle is the fact that a user’s exposure to 
computers and Internet in K-12 education does not necessarily negate the existence of 
digital inequality. A little over six years ago, there were huge gaps in computer use and 
access due to economics. In high poverty schools, nine students shared one computer, but 
in low-poverty schools, only six students shared a computer (Warschauer, 2003). While 
there was one computer for every 5.3 students in high poverty communities, there was a 
computer for every 4.9 students in low poverty communities (2004). Now, these gaps 
have nearly diminished due to government funding which provided over two billion 
dollars for telecommunication and Internet access at schools, allowing impoverished 
schools to purchase more computers and greatly increase Internet access (Warschauer, 
2010).  
Despite these technological improvements in elementary and secondary schools, 
home usage has more of an impact on digital inequality than K-12 school access (Zhao, 
Lu, Huang, & Wang, 2010). In other words, a student’s home use, directly impacts his 
college performance. When students enter colleges, they bring their experiences and 
preferences with them. Zhao et al. (2010) found that students who learned about 
computer usage from parents at home had a greater impact on student Internet efficacy in 
college more than earlier school usage, even if household usage was nonacademic in 
nature. In addition, students with prior Internet home usage reported better overall 
academic performances in the college years.  
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While digital inequality can stem from usage in households; it also can spawn 
from institutions of higher learning as well. Fok, Hartman, and Zee (2008) contend that 
gaps in access and uses are definitely found across college campuses. In the early part of 
the millennium, African Americans were at an extreme disadvantage in use in higher 
education. As early as 2002, William H. Gray, III, President and CEO of the United 
Negro College Fund reported how the digital divide in higher education was greater than 
the divide in households. Eight years ago, Gray reported that there was a 45 percent gap 
between White American households and African American households, along with a 72 
percent gap between United Negro College Fund (UNCF) students who own computers 
and higher education institution (HEI) students (Armstrong, 2002). These gaps still exist 
today. Hawkins and Rudy (2008) found that on private college campuses, students 
reported owning more computers than on public college campuses with fewer resources 
and lower degrees. There are still over 30 percent of student college populations who do 
not own computers at all (Hawkins & Rudy, 2008). 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Online Learning 
As one would expect, the gaps on college campuses directly impacts online 
learning. The student population at HBCUs is shown to have a higher percentage of first 
generation, low income, and underprepared students (Ukoha & Buzzetto-More, as cited 
in Buzeeto-Moore, 2008). Warschauer (2010) noted that those who benefit from online 
learning often exclude ethnic minorities and groups from lower socioeconomic 
backgrounds due to financial constraints and diversity in learning preferences. 
Furthermore, Buzzetto-More (2008) indicate that though HBCUs have the same 
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infrastructure and programs as predominately White institutions (PWI), attitudes about 
technology are different on HBCU campuses. While less than 25 percent of HBCU 
faculty and students bring laptops to campus, Whites at PWIs transport laptops at 
significantly higher rates (Buzetto-Moore, 2008). 
 Even within school systems, divides and inequality exist among online students. 
In her study which focused on five HBCUs and one other ethnic minority serving 
institution in North Carolina, Price (2009) found that Whites were more likely to 
participate in distance education. While Whites constituted 73.3 percent of distance 
education courses, African Americans made up 17.7 percent of the distance education 
population, though 34.5 percent were willing to participate (Price, 2009). Moreover, 
students at HBCUs took far less distance education courses than at nonminority 
institutions.  
Age 
Horrigan (2010) cited that young African Americans, 30 and younger, are much 
more likely to have Internet access. Prensky (2001) also showed how the younger 
generation is much more likely to embrace emergent technologies. Gaps in technology 
usage are much more likely to be found with older generations.  
    More specifically, Prensky (2001) narrowed computer users into two groups: 
digital natives and digital immigrants. Using language immigrants as an analogy, Prensky 
discussed how computer use is much easier for digital natives than digital immigrants. 
According to Prensky, digital natives are born into the digital world. As a result, they 
think differently and process information much faster than digital immigrant users. 
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Prensky (2001) goes on to say that digital natives enjoy multitasking and parallel 
processing, prefer graphs over text, and prefer hyperlinks and instant gratification. Unlike 
digital immigrants, digital natives enjoy “games” over “serious work.” (p. 2). 
On the other hand, digital immigrants were not born into the digital age, but 
technologies were adopted later in their lives (Prensky, 2001). As a result, digital 
immigrants prefer traditional means of processing information and cannot process 
information as quickly as digital natives. For example, digital immigrants prefer to print 
the information and bring people into the office as opposed to sending an email. In 
addition, digital immigrants may even call e-mail recipients by phone to insure that they 
received the e-mail.  
Differences in how different generations prefer to use technology have been 
delineated even further by a Sydney Jones and Susannah Fox in a Pew Internet & 
American Life Project Memo (2009). In this memo, Jones and Fox (2009) showed how 
various  generations—Generation Y (1977-1990), Generation X (1965-1976), Young  
Boomers (1955-1964),  Older Boomer (1946-1954), the Silent Generation (1937-1945), 
and the GI Generation (1936 and earlier) are using the Internet. Generation Y uses the 
internet for entertainment purposes and communication with friends (Jones & Fox, 2009). 
Many from Generation Y play games online, explore virtual worlds, watch videos, and 
download music. They enjoy blogging, social networking, and sending instant messages. 
Generation X uses the Internet to shop, bank, e-mail, and research. Young Boomers, 
Older Boomers, and the Silent Generation send and receive e-mail information; however, 
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the GI Generation uses the Internet to look for health information more than any other 
group (Jones & Fox, 2009). 
Nevertheless, a digital divide may still be present among youth because one 
cannot take for granted that digital natives’ desire and know how in using new 
technologies in education (Kennedy, Krause, Judd, Churchward, & Gray, 2008). Using a 
group of students in Australia, Kennedy et al. (2008) learned that many digital natives 
were still not savvy with technology’s use in education. One example that the researchers 
cited was the use of Podcasts for learning. Though many educators were very excited 
about their students’ abilities to use podcasts to listen to lectures, the authors noted how 
some students were not able to download MP3 files into their computers and still others 
did not own memory sticks. Hargiatti (2001) discovered that youth from more privileged 
backgrounds were able to use the Web in more advanced ways with more activities.  
African Americans’ Online Usage 
When the term digital divide was defined eight years ago, African Americans 
were found to use technology significantly less than Whites (Jackson, Ervin, Gardner, & 
Schmidt, 2001). Now it appears that African Americans are making huge progress in 
their use of technology as a vehicle of learning. In fact, the FCC’s October-November 
2009 survey found that African Americans are online more than Whites. While 19 
percent is the national average for daily Internet use, African Americans’ rate is 29 
percent (Horrigan, 2009). Furthermore, African Americans are the most active mobile 
Internet users (Horrigan, 2009). While the national average of mobile Internet use is 32 
percent, African Americans’ average is 48 percent. In addition, African Americans are 
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the largest users of Twitter, a social networking site which allows users to send up to 140 
character messages, representing 25 percent of its population (Frazier, 2010). In 
summary, African Americans are narrowly behind Whites in overall Internet access 
(Jones & Fox, 2009). While Whites are at a 59 percent usage rate, African Americans are 
at 49 percent (Jones & Fox, 2009).  
The FCC reports that African Americans are more likely to take a class online for 
credit, 37 percent versus the 26 percent national average (Horrigan, 2009). The nation’s 
largest university, the University of Phoenix (Horrigan, 2009), an online for-profit 
institution of higher learning, reported that 30 percent of its 420,700-member student 
population is African American. Shockingly, online usage for for-profit universities like 
the University of Phoenix, Strayer, Kaplan, Capella, and Walden grant more PhDs to 
African Americans than HBCUs (Hall, 2010). Even still, one cannot ignore the ironies of 
African American’s technology use. On one hand, African Americans are well-
represented in online courses at for-profit online schools (Hall, 2010); however, when it 
comes to HBCUs, African Americans take far less distance education courses (Price, 
2009). Price’s (2009) dissertation concerning distance education courses and minority-
serving institutions in North Carolina revealed that African Americans are slightly more 
likely to enroll in online courses than Whites though technological infrastructure 
constraints at HBCUs often inhibit them from doing so.  
Studies Related to Culture and Online Learning 
 According to a recent review of the literature by Uzner (2009), there have been 
over 27 studies, two of which were dissertations, which focused on culture and distance 
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learning in asynchronous learning networks (ALNs). While twelve of these studies were 
qualitative, seven were quantitative, and eight used mixed-methods. The majority of the 
studies involved international students as participants. In fact, many of the studies 
focused on Asians and their perceptions about and uses of technology in global distance 
education courses. Overall, Uzner’s (2009) review of the literature revealed how culture 
is important to online learning and that effective online courses must take into account 
cultural issues, language, and needs of students from diverse backgrounds.  
  Uzner’s (2009) review also echoed the conclusions of Chisholm (1998) and 
McLoughlin (2001), two of a handful of researchers that I found who have studied online 
learning and African Americans. Similar to Uzner’s (2009) review of the literature about 
culture and distance education, Chisholm (1998) and McLoughlin (2001) supported the 
idea that African American culture must be taken into account when designing and 
teaching online courses. 
 More recently, Okumba, Walker, Hu, and Watson (2010) conducted research on 
students’ attitudes toward online learning. Through the administration of the Online 
Tutoring Attitudes Scale administered to 124 African American student participants from 
a positive youth development program, the researchers found that African American 
students had positive attitudes about computers, but they lacked self-confidence and 
experienced anxiety during online learning. In addition, Flowers, Moore, and Flowers 
(2008) cited how the greater the number of distance education courses African American 
students took, the more they enjoyed online learning. Another study concerning African 
American students’ experiences in online learning was completed by Rovai et al. (2005). 
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Their research findings indicated that African American graduate students posted little on 
discussion boards compared to Whites in graduate classes because they needed auditory 
and visual communication threads. 
 Finally, while there have been a number of online courses offered at American 
colleges and universities with research studies related to them being conducted by various 
researchers, Flowers et al. (2008) acknowledged the limitations of this research. For 
example, much of the research has not focused on African American college students. In 
fact, Rovai and Ponton (2005) concurred that there is very little research or information 
that exists concerning how African American students experience and perceive online 
learning.  
Summary 
 The purpose of this chapter was to review the literature and theories that relate to 
the research study I conducted. The first section included a review of adult learning 
theory. Following this review, considerations of culture on communication and learning, 
with particular attention to African American speech and dialogue as well as African 
American learning styles were discussed. Since the study related to nontraditional 
students’ participation in online learning, ways of access, time of use, locations of 
exposure, education and economic status—specifically through the environment of 
HBCUs and online learning, as well as age were shared within the overarching topic of 
digital inequality. Additionally, within this chapter, African Americans’ online usage was 
also explored. Finally, studies related to culture and online learning were highlighted. 
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CHAPTER III 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter begins with an explanation of the qualitative methodology that was 
chosen for this study—the instrumental case study. The first section provides a 
description of the study’s research design. The next section includes a description of the 
context of the study and its participants, followed by a description of the data collection 
and data analysis procedures. The role of the researcher is also addressed. Finally, I 
explain the establishment of trustworthiness. 
Design of the Study 
 The specific qualitative methodology chosen for this study is the instrumental 
case study. Stake (1995) wrote that “the case is a specific, complex, functioning thing” 
and “an integrated system” (p. 2). Additionally, “the use of case study is to understand 
something else” (p. 3). Relating to my study, I sought to understand how communication 
and learning preferences, along with perceptions about online learning affected 
nontraditional African American students’ participation in online world literature classes. 
The bounded system was 10 nontraditional students who were enrolled in two online 
world literature classes. The fact that these nontraditional students attended the same 
HBCU also binds the case. Finally, case study methodology was chosen because it gives 
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focused attention to the question of what can be specifically gleaned from a specific case 
(Stake, 2005). 
Because I sought to examine the participation of African American nontraditional 
students in online world literature classes at a southeastern HBCU, the actual case is of 
secondary interest; however, it plays what Stake (2005) calls a “supportive role” (p. 445) 
and aids in our understanding of something else. Nonetheless, case study methodology 
requires that the case is examined thoroughly, with its contexts viewed with careful 
scrutiny, and its day-to-day activities detailed. Cases can be interpreted as typical or not; 
though, the case is not dependent on its typicality. 
Important to case study design are the following elements: (a) the nature of the 
case, particularly its activity and functioning; (b) its historical background; (c) its 
physical setting; (d) other contexts, such as economic, political, legal, and aesthetic; (e) 
other cases through which this case is recognized; and (f) those informants through whom 
the case can be known (Stouffer, 1941, as cited in Stake, 2005). I was able to study the 
activity and functioning of two online world literature courses. Additionally, I became 
privy to the historical background of online learning and implementation on the campus 
of the particular HBCU where the study took place. I also considered how digital 
inequality, influenced by economic, political, and social forces, the participation of the 
nontraditional students who participated in the study. This study is unique in that there is 
a dearth of research literature about how African American students experience distance 
education environments (Rovai & Ponton, 2005). Therefore, this study can potentially 
add to the body of research on students’ experiences with online learning at colleges and 
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universities. Most importantly, this study is pertinent because it amplifies the voices of 
nontraditional African American students, a marginalized and often silenced group of 
people within the scholarly research. 
Context of the Study 
At the time of the study, approximately 6,000 students attended this HBCU which 
is located in the southeast region of the United States. Around 5,500 undergraduates and 
450 graduate students called this institution their academic home. Forty-five hundred 
attendees are African American, 711 are White, 17 are American Indian, 38 are Asian, 65 
are Hispanic, and 131 races are unknown (University Website, 2009). Each year, the 
highest degree awarding program is a science affiliated profession making this 
southeastern HBCU one of the largest degree-producing institutions in the state in this 
aforementioned field. Overall, the institution offers approximately, 50 baccalaureate 
degrees, one post baccalaureate certificate, nine Master’s degrees, two post baccalaureate 
certificates, and one add-on teaching licensure (University Website, 2009). Roughly, 86 
percent of the university’s undergraduates receive financial aid (University Website, 
2009).  
According to the institution’s 2007-2008 statistical information (2009), there are 
approximately 500 distance learning students. This southeastern HBCU is one of the few 
campuses in its state in which all campus facilities offer wireless network connections 
(University Website, 2009). Distance learning includes both online and face-to-face 
programs. While students who participate in the online program take all of their classes 
solely online, those participating in the face-to-face distance learning programs meet at 
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off campus sites, view videos, watch lectures televised through cable television and 
participate in tech-assisted instruction through both the Internet, telecommunications, and 
other media. Currently, there are four online programs. In addition, there are also four off 
campus distance learning programs in a science-related field and education. At the time 
of the study, there was no campus data showing how many distance learning students 
solely participate in online learning vs. other distance education courses. 
Small numbers of general education courses are offered online. Though both 
distance and non-distance learning students are able to participate in online learning, non-
distance learning students are not able to participate in courses with Evening Weekend 
(EW), Web-Assisted (WA); or Web Course (WC) section identifications. Non-distance 
learning students can participate in courses that end with section numbers like W1, W2, 
or W3. In the spring of 2009, six world literature courses were offered online. Two of the 
six were available to be taken by students who were not distant learning students. 
The online learning platform at this southeastern HBCU is Blackboard. Through 
this platform, students are able to chat synchronously (speak in real time) with other 
students, participate in discussion threads where students may discuss specified topics 
asynchronously, take learning assessments, upload homework through a digital dropbox, 
watch videos, and link to other sites on the World Wide Web to gain further information 
about specific topics and subject matters. Instructors are free to design the course 
including multimedia or text. In addition, instructors may upload supplemental reading 
materials and include discussion threads or not. 
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Description of the Online World Literature Classes 
Both online world literature classes referred to in this study were taught by the 
same instructor. One of the classes was exclusively online, and the other was blended, 
meaning the course was delivered both face-to-face and online. Both classes contained a 
link that allowed students to watch filmed portions of Euripedes’ play Medea; however, 
all other assignments required the students to read and respond online in text- based 
format. None of the assignments allowed the students to work in groups online; although, 
there was a face-to-face group activity in the blended version of the course. Furthermore, 
there were no online chats available in the online portion of either course. It is important 
to note that course information, assignments, announcements, and quizzes were easily 
accessible to students as they were made available, clearly named, and located in links on 
the course’s main page. Though there was no central location like a thread or virtual 
office made available online where students could ask questions, the professor did 
provide her email, phone number, and office hours for students in the online version of 
the syllabus. In addition, students were provided with the instructor’s online help desk 
number via the online syllabus should they have had technical difficulties. Furthermore, a 
course tutorial was not provided online nor was there any indication that live tutorial 
sessions were offered on campus. 
As a result of the online and blended nature of the courses, the instructor had 
different assignments and expectations in each course. In the exclusively online version 
of the course, the instructor had six discussion questions. Students had to respond to the 
initial post in each discussion question and reply to at least two other students with at 
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least 100 words in each response. In addition, the online course had four sets of study 
questions, one for each of the four required readings in the course, two examinations, two 
essays, and one final exam as graded requirements. In addition, the instructor provided 
character guides and summary plots for one of the four works. In contrast, the blended 
course contained two analytical essays, one presentation completed and presented by a 
group, two multiple choices exams, and 11 discussion questions. Related to the 
discussion questions, students were expected to post an initial response of at least 100 
words and reply to at least one other classmate’s response.  
Participants 
The participants for this study included 10 nontraditional African American 
students participating in online world literature classes at this southeastern HBCU. 
Nontraditional students were selected for this study because of the growing numbers of 
adult learners in institutions of higher education. In addition, at this time nontraditional 
students are offered more selections of online courses than traditional students at this 
southeastern HBCU. Five of the nontraditional students who were at sophomore level or 
above are also digital natives. Another five were sophomore level students or above but 
are digital immigrants. Participants were selected through convenience sampling. 
Convenience sampling is a way of selecting participants based on their availability and 
desire to participate (Creswell, 2005). By interviewing both the students who are digital 
natives and those who are digital immigrants, I was able to explain how communication, 
learning preferences, and learning styles affected African American students’ 
participation in online literature classes in a comparative manner.  
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Furthermore, I focused this study on participants in world literature courses as 
opposed to other disciplines because it is a subject matter about which I am familiar and 
because world literature courses can only be taken at the sophomore level or above which 
had a plethora of advantages when I conducted the study. These advantages included the 
following: (a) World literature students are mostly sophomores who have already had one 
year of academic life behind them. At this point they had adapted to college life and had 
accomplished a measure of success in order to return to the university; (b) These students 
would have already completed freshman composition and would be able to express 
opinions and ideas that I needed for them to complete in written form, if not in person; (c) 
World literature, like freshman composition, is a required course that all students must 
complete before finishing general college; and (d) I had taught world literature both face-
to-face and online, so I was familiar with the learning objectives and methodologies that 
must be used to teach the course in both traditional and online formats. 
Opening the study to other disciplines would have been difficult to level the 
selection pool for the study. Offerings for online general education courses are limited 
(University Website, 2009). In addition, students may place out of math courses and are 
not required to take any if their academic major does not require further mathematics 
study. So far, only two math courses are offered online at this HBCU. In addition, 
students have a plethora of different electives in history and social sciences which make it 
difficult to locate a course in which all students are required to participate in while also 
having the option of taking them online. Unlike all of the other disciplines on campus, the 
English department at this HBCU comes in contact with every student before s/he 
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graduates. Six world literature courses were offered during spring 2009 (University 
Website, 2009). By remaining in one discipline, I could adhere to time and resource 
constraints as well as avoid errors in research.  
With UNCG Institutional Research Board clearance, I sought permission from 
online world literature faculty members to solicit student volunteers who fit the 
aforementioned criteria to participate in the student. In addition, I engaged in snowball 
sampling as well in that I asked participants whom they knew could possibly participate 
in the study. I sought faculty members who taught world literature online and asked them 
to solicit student-volunteers for the study. In addition, I engaged in snowballing by asking 
participants whom they knew who might want to participate in order to gain participants 
for the study whom I may not have known about before the project began (Creswell, 
2005). 
There were 10 participants in the study. The participants represented four 
different generational categories: Older Boomer, Younger Boomer, Generation X and 
Generation Y. More specifically, five participants are members of Generation X, which 
means they were born between 1965 and 1976. Three of the participants are members of 
Generation Y, born anywhere from 1977 to 1990. Both the Older Boomer and Young 
Boomer generations had one participant each. An Older Boomer is someone who is born 
between 1946 and 1954; a Young Boomer is someone who is born between 1955 and 
1964. While eight of the participants were born in rural settings in the southeastern part 
of the United States, only two hailed from urban settings in the northeastern part of the 
country. Nine of the participants were female and only one was male. Pseudonyms were 
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used to protect participants’ identities. As such, this study referred to the participants as 
follows:  Shannon, Mariah, Angel, Tenille, Sheila, Badesha, Amy, Joshua, India, and 
Jasmin. 
Shannon 
Already retired from a 30-year career in the insurance industry, Shannon was an 
older boomer born in the southeastern part of the United States when she entered the 
HBCU featured in this study. Married for the second time, she has three adult children 
and is the grandmother to nine. With the intent of fulfilling a lifelong dream of becoming 
an elementary school teacher, the world literature class was Shannon’s first online course 
attempt. Her desire was to take the class face-to-face, but when she discovered the class 
was full, she unenthusiastically signed up for the online version of it. Because computers 
were not a household item in her youth, she did not consider herself to be technologically 
savvy. In fact, she recalled using Disk Operating Systems (DOS) computers in the 1970s 
when such technology “was not smart . . . [they] were a dignified version of a typewriter” 
(PI, 5-10-10). 
Mariah 
On the other hand, Mariah, a member of Generation Y and born in an urban 
setting in the northeastern United States, is a single mother of two small children and was 
planning to  attend law school fulltime in the upcoming school term at a predominantly 
White institution (PWI) in the southeastern United States. She was determined to focus 
on entertainment law. Given the generation of her birth, she grew up in the digital age 
and recalled having a desktop computer at home; however, she remembered her energies 
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focused on outside play rather than computers at that time. She admitted to not really 
using computers until she was in high school. Like most of her peers from Generation Y, 
she enjoyed text messaging, Facebook, and email. Ironically, she admitted a distrust of 
technology. She preferred to get information out of the library instead of online and never 
wanted to handle any money online especially related to shopping or banking. In 
addition, none of her law school coursework would be conducted online because she 
believed “some things you just need face-to-face” (PI, 5/10/10). Interestingly, she 
intentionally signed up for the online world literature class. Mariah had taken at least two 
other courses online at this institution before the study and felt rather comfortable doing 
so. 
Angel 
               A Generation X member born and raised in the southeastern part of the United 
States, Angel is a married woman who is the biological mother of one child, and the 
stepmother to four children. Her biological son is college-aged; the ages of the 
stepchildren are unknown. At the time of the study, she was an active member of her 
community and a leader in her church. She did not have a computer at home until she was 
in her mid-20s and remembered purchasing it as a result of a discount program her job 
was offering. The current recession brought Angel back to school to pursue her 
Bachelor’s degree. After her former job was outsourced, she found herself competing for 
jobs with others who had more education than she had with an Associate’s degree. Her 
plans are to pursue a degree in Interdisciplinary Studies. Angel initially signed up and 
had one day of world literature class face-to-face. However, she found getting off from 
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work, finding parking on campus, and making it to class in a timely manner was too 
stressful. As a result, she enrolled in the online version of the course. She admitted 
feeling reluctant about technology. “I know that we’re in a technology age, so I had better 
go ahead and embrace it, but I could live without it” (PI, 5/10/10). Angel remembered 
taking three or four online classes at the community college where she earned her 
Associate’s degree. 
Tenille 
Tenille is also a member of Generation X. She, too, was born and raised in rural 
southeastern United States. She had an Associate’s degree in nursing, served in the 
military, and had attended another four-year degree granting institution before attending 
the southeastern HBCU in the study. Tenille recalled gaining experience with computers 
at a previous university and more heavily in the military, though she did not have access 
or use of computers growing up. More recently, Tenille loved technology and viewed it 
as a means to improve her life. She planned to enroll in an online Master of Science in 
Nursing (MSN) program after graduating from college. She enjoyed sending text 
messages, using a navigation system, using cell phones, and banking online. She enrolled 
into the online world literature class as a result of her love of technology. She looked 
forward to taking some online Spanish classes for personal interest during the summer of 
the study. “I use technology just to better myself,” she added (PI, 5/11/10). 
Shelia 
Sheila is a member of Generation X who hailed from the southeastern region of 
the United States, too. She has been a nurse for over 15 years, has two adult daughters, 
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and a few grandchildren. After graduation, she hoped to enter a public PWI to pursue a 
Master’s in Nurse Midwifery. Delivery of this program would be in a total online format. 
She, like Tenille, is a big fan of technology. A fanatic Smartphone user, she shopped, 
researched information, and accessed her appointments through her mobile phone. She 
enjoyed information that was centrally located and easily accessible. Further, she 
admitted that computer use is key to her career in nursing. She recollected that the only 
technology she recalled using while growing up was the television. Her use of computers 
began in 1983 while she was a business major. She had taken over 10 online classes since 
2008. Like Tenille and Mariah, she intentionally took the online section of the world 
literature class. 
Badesha 
Badesha is a young boomer from the rural southeastern part of the United States. 
She is a retired member of the military and a single parent of one adult daughter. Though 
she did not use computers growing up because they were not yet popular, she gained her 
experience with technology in her 20s through her involvement with the military. As a 
family advocate, she currently worked on computers, too. In her opinion, technology has 
both pros and cons. On the one hand, she found that it is helpful in taking distance 
education classes, but on the other hand, she was taken aback by technology’s abilities 
to prevent young people from learning basic, foundational mathematics skills. In other 
words, she preferred that people learn how to add mentally instead of depending on a 
calculator to do it for them. Even with this opinion, she also wanted to take the online 
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world literature class. She summed up technology’s use as “a good thing, if used 
appropriately” (PI, 5/12/10).  
Amy 
 A member of Generation X, Amy has a four children ranging in ages from mid-
teens to two-years-old. She is a self-proclaimed Muslim who had a desire to become a 
family and marriage therapist. Born and raised in Brooklyn, New York, she was one of 
the two participants from urban northeastern United States. Amy moved to the South 
about ten years ago because of the “beautiful skies and slow pace” (PI, 5/12/10). Though 
she was quite excited about technology, taking world literature online was her second 
choice due to the unavailability of face- to-face world literature classes. Though personal 
computers were up-and-coming in her youth, she did not gain experience with computers 
until 1988 when she worked at a documentation center. Amy said that “taking courses 
online . . . helps me manage my family, my household” (PI, 5/12/10). At the time of the 
study, she kept an online blog and was developing a program online. 
Joshua 
The only male participant in the study, 27-year-old Joshua is single and has no 
children. Classified as a nontraditional student because he is financially independent from 
him parents, he hailed from the rural southeastern region of the United States. Joshua had 
little dealings with computers in his early youth because of the low income status of his 
family; however, he enjoyed playing Nintendo and Super Nintendo at his home. Joshua 
recounted taking an information management systems course in high school. Like most in 
his generation, he was excited about technology and enjoyed MySpace and Facebook. 
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Though he did not own a laptop, desktop, or Smartphone, taking world literature online 
was his first choice. He recalled using the university library to complete assignments for 
the online World Literature course. Amazed at the new technology to which he was being 
exposed, he stated, “well you know when you go to the library and everything else, you 
see new gadgets being used. Well, I’m just enjoying the new technology being brought 
about nowadays” (PI, 5/12/10). 
India 
India is also part of Generation Y. Like Joshua, India is single with no children. 
Taking a year off after high school graduation made India’s university classification as a 
nontraditional student. Unlike the other participants who took world literature online, 
India was part of a blended world literature course, in which the class sometimes met 
face-to-face while the other part was online. In addition, India was part of the Honors 
Program where she engaged with a community of other honors students. They all lived in 
the same housing unit and took general college courses together. She did not own a 
computer at home but did own Sega Genesis and a Nintendo gaming system. Her first 
experiences with computers were in school beginning at the age of nine or 10 when she 
received computerized math and reading tutorials. Currently, she paid bills, budgeted 
money, watched videos, and sent and received text-messages through her Apple Iphone. 
She, like the other participants, had taken other online courses. In India’s opinion, “. . . as 
it [technology] expands, life gets easier and makes everything simpler” (PI, 5/14/10). 
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Jasmin 
Jasmin, the final participant, is a member of Generation X. At the time of the 
study, she was a married mother of two teenagers. She had completed an Associate’s 
Degree in Biotechnology and aspired to receive her four-year-degree because she was 
unable to find work. Born and raised in the same southeastern town of the HBCU in this 
study, she thought technology made life easier; she also admitted being tired of seeing 
her teenagers’ use of online social networks, cell phones, and text messaging. Ironically, 
she used, though not daily, all functions of technology, too, through cell phone use, 
texting, online banking, and online social networking. Jasmin was a unique participant 
because she used computers while growing up to help her mom who was a self-employed 
tax accountant. She recalled, “I would go to the office and with her. And she had the 
computer before Windows came out. I used to type in all the codes and do DOS and all 
that” (PI, 5/14/10). With her previous technology experience, she gladly enrolled in the 
online world literature course. The participants were categorized by their digital 
generation, age generation, nontraditional student descriptors, and geographic affiliation 
(see Table 1). 
Data Collection Procedures 
To best understand nontraditional African American students’ participation in 
online courses, I used multiple forms of data. I created interview and observation 
protocols for the purpose of conducting one one-on-one interview that featured open-
ended questions with each participant. I also observed archives of participants’ online 
world literature courses to determine the extent of their class participation. 
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Table 1 
 
Participant Biographies 
 
Participant 
Digital 
Generation Generation 
Nontraditional 
Status 
(as noted below) 
Geographical 
affiliation 
Shannon Digital Immigrant Older Boomer 1,3,4, rural 
Mariah Digital Native Generation Y 3,4,5 urban 
Angel Digital Immigrant Generation X 2,3,4, rural 
Tenille Digital Immigrant Generation X 2, 3, 4 rural 
Sheila Digital Immigrant Generation X 2,3,4 rural 
Badesha Digital Immigrant Young Boomer 2,3,4,5 rural 
Amy Digital Immigrant Generation X 2,3,4,5 urban 
Joshua Digital Native Generation Y 1, 2, 3 rural 
India Digital Native Generation Y 1 rural 
Jasmin Digital Immigrant Generation X 1,2,3,4 rural 
 
Note.  1 = Did not enter college during the same year of high school graduation 
 2 = Works full time while attending college part or full-time. 
 3 = Is financially independent from a legal guardian.  
 4 = Has children. 
 5 = Is a single parent.  
 6 = Has a General Educational Development for high school equivalency rather than a high school  
                 diploma. 
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Interviews 
Interviews were conducted by asking participant questions and then recording 
their responses (Creswell, 2005). In fact, interviews are one of the most important sources 
of information in case studies (Yin, 2003b). The advantages of interviews are that they 
provide important information that cannot be gathered through observation (Creswell 
2005). Furthermore, because specific questions will be asked, the interviewer gains better 
control of the information gathered (Creswell 2005). The disadvantages of the interview, 
however, are that as the researcher, information will be presented through my lens 
(2005). As such, researchers can never be quite sure if the interviewee is only reporting 
what the research may want to hear (2005). 
Interviews were conducted via face-to-face and/or via telephone with each 
participant at a pre-determined time upon which they agreed. For some of the participants 
who lived near the university, the face-to-face interviews worked well. However, for 
those who resided a substantial distance from the university, the telephone interview was 
preferred by them. In addition, because my participants were nontraditional students who 
had to balance work, school, and family, the telephone interview was most beneficial for 
them. I fully recognized that the telephone interview would cause me to lose the ability to 
make observations about non-verbal language. Nevertheless, 10 face-to-face and/or 
telephone interviews took place. All interviews were later audio-taped and then 
transcribed. The interview protocol for students can be found in Appendix A. 
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Observations 
Observations are a means to gather information by watching the participants at a 
particular site (Creswell, 2005). The advantages of observations are that information is 
gathered first-hand by the researcher; although, the disadvantages of observations are that 
entry into observation may be difficult (2005). I conducted non-participatory 
observations of Blackboard course shells of the online and blended world literature 
courses. These observations of the course took place after the course ended. Based on 
questions in the observation protocol, I gathered and noted data about each student’s 
online participation and class assignment entries. The observation protocol for both 
online courses can be found in Appendix B. See Table 2 for an alignment of the research 
question with data sources. 
Data Analysis Procedures 
Data were analyzed by interpreting content, a method which may reveal social 
behavior and study the communication process (Babbie, 2003). Content for this study 
came from participant interviewees and observations of Blackboard shells. After the 
interviews were transcribed and the participants’ coursework was observed in Blackboard 
archives, I coded the information in order to look for similarities. Though subjective, 
coding is a process by which parts of the transcript are labeled and themes or similarities 
of discussion are sought (Creswell, 2007). Coding the data transpired in three phases: (a) 
reading the data; (b) organizing the data into categories; (c) selecting themes based on 
responses and observations.  
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Table 2 
Alignment of Research Questions and Data Sources 
Research Questions Data Sources 
How do nontraditional African American 
students attending this southeastern 
Historically Black College and University 
perceive online learning? 
Student Interviews and Observations of 
online courses. 
How do African American students 
attending this southeastern HBCU 
perceive face to face learning? 
Student Interviews  
How do nontraditional African American 
students attending this southeastern 
Historically Black College and University 
describe their communication 
preferences?  
Student Interviews 
How do nontraditional African American 
students attending this southeastern 
Historically Black College and University 
describe their learning preferences? 
Student Interviews 
How easily do nontraditional African 
American students navigate around the 
Blackboard platform? 
 
Student Interview, Observations of online 
courses. 
How do nontraditional African American 
students perceive online content like 
quizzes, tests, discussion boards, and 
assignments? 
 
Student Interviews: Observations of 
online courses. 
How does communication and learning 
preferences along with perceptions about 
online learning affect nontraditional 
African American students’ participation 
in online world literature courses? 
Student Interviews, Observation of online 
courses. 
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After all of the interviews and observations had been completed and read, I placed 
each research question as its own file in Microsoft Word. Then, each participant was 
given a color and his/her entire transcript was electronically highlighted using the 
assigned color. Anytime a participant’s response related to a research question, the 
response was electronically cut and pasted under the appropriate research question. This 
process was repeated for each participant. After sections of the appropriate content had 
been placed under the specific research question, the data for the research question were 
read again. Each piece of data was then given a name or phrase which represented its 
potential category. After a series of categories had been assigned, another Microsoft file 
was created which included the data organized by categories. The categories and the data 
subsets were then read repeatedly. If categories were similar in nature, the data were 
merged and formed into a single category. These categories were then analyzed and 
formed into themes. 
 Four themes emerged based on the research data: (a) “Hit Somebody Up”: 
Communication Among Classmates, Students and the Professor; (b) Shorten, Condense, 
and Learning in Different Ways: Handling Reading, Studying for Tests, and Multiple 
Ways of Learning; (c) Relationships that Foster Course Interest: Connecting to Subject 
Matter, Content, and Peers Online; and (d) Impatience is a Virtue: The Benefits and 
Disadvantages of Online Learning. 
 The “Hit Somebody Up”: Communication Among Classmates, Students and 
Professor them was generated by the following data which were reoccurring comments 
by the participants: professor’s communications to them; participants’ communications to 
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the professor, communications to the class; their need to know what the instructor 
wanted, asking the professor questions, need for high level of interaction from 
instructors; desire for quick turnaround for concerns and assignments. These data 
signaled participants’ need for a high frequency of communication from and with 
classmates and the professor. 
 The theme “Shorten, Condense, and Leaning in Different Ways”: Handling 
Reading, Studying for Tests, and Multiple Ways of Learning, was generated by repeated 
comments about the following: a desire not read too much information in the discussion 
posts, frequency of posting depending on students’ time, studying for tests using study 
guides, preferences for learning in groups, multiple modes of learning, and condensing 
reading assignments.  
 The theme, “Relationships that Foster Course Interest”: Connecting to Subject 
Matter, Content, and Peers Online emerged after participants were noted as repeatedly 
conveying the following: preference for information that pertains to real life, working 
with students from similar backgrounds, desiring to read interesting posts, reading posts 
based on similarity of thoughts. 
 The data from the theme “Impatience is a Virtue”: The Benefits and 
Disadvantages of Online Learning emerged from their interviews when they spoke about 
the advantages of online learning which included: ease in working with family; ease in 
working with technology; the importance of time in managing coursework; ease of course 
testing, viewing grades; keeping records, and allowing them to take more classes. 
Participants also noted the disadvantages of online learning, too:  technology issues, 
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needs for tutorials, disadvantages of travel, needs for self motivation, and needs for 
student interaction. From this data, the importance of convenience to participants was 
also noted.  
Role of the Researcher 
My role in the research was that of a non-participatory interviewer and observer 
throughout the study. I conducted interviews and observations without altering the 
experience of the participants online or in interviews. This method of research was 
important because it allowed the participants to tell their past, present, and future 
experiences within a “specific context” (Creswell, 2005, p. 477). In other words, the 
participant rendered knowledge about the phenomenon and not the researcher (Creswell, 
2005). However, subjectivity and objectivity co-mingle in studies, which could it difficult 
for the researcher to be truly objective when conducting research (Peshkin, 2000). 
“To be forthcoming and honest about how we work as researchers is to develop 
reflective awareness that I believe contributes to enhancing the quality of our interpretive 
acts” (Peshkin, 2000, as cited in Creswell, 2005, p. 9). Therefore, disclosing my biases 
was a key component to discussing my role as a researcher. The subjectivities that I 
disclose include the fact that I am an African American woman who taught online 
courses at this southeastern historically Black university. I also have an agenda that 
includes my desire to use the information that I obtain to improve my own online 
teaching with the purpose of elevating the academic outlook and the marketability aspects 
of African American students who will someday be looking for jobs in the workforce. 
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The audience may view my study as a means of “drumming up business” for the 
university and myself. However, my intent as an African American woman and African 
American instructor rests in my personal desire to see that African Americans are not 
left-behind and that online learning has equal access, use, and opportunity for all, thus 
minimizing the effects of digital inequality. In addition, as an educator, I have a desire to 
see African Americans excel academically and financially in a world where the use of 
technology is ever increasing. Studies show how online learning is growing (NCES, 
2009). In fact, 20 percent of all students enrolled in higher education programs are 
studying online. Online enrollment is nearly nine times greater than the overall higher 
education population (Allen, 2008). 
In addition, at the time of the study, I was not participating as a teacher of an 
online course at this southeastern university. As a past instructor at this location, there 
could have potentially been some problems with teacher-student conflict, particularly 
with me having power over them as a previous instructor. I addressed this dilemma by 
selecting students whom I never taught. World literature is the final phase of courses 
offered in the English department that all students are required to participate. It is also the 
highest level course that I taught. This knowledge would have hopefully put students at 
ease and allowed them to be honest in their responses and provided even more credibility 
to my study. 
Trustworthiness of the Study 
A common criticism directed at qualitative research is that it fails the canons of 
reliability and validity. Validating a study means that researchers have a method to assure 
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accuracy of the study (Creswell, 2005). “Validating deals with the notion that what you 
say you have observed is in fact what really happened. In the final analysis, validating is 
always the truth” (Shank, 2002, as cited in Anafra, Brown, & Mangione, 2002, p. 92).  
Yin (2003b) contended that using multiple sources of data, establishing a chain of 
evidence, and having a draft of case study reports reviewed by key informants are 
necessary to ensure accuracy of a study. Creswell and Miller (2002) elected to refer to 
eight verifications to assure accuracy of a study (a) prolonged engagement and persistent 
observation, (b) triangulation, (c) peer review order briefing, (d) negative case analysis, 
and (e) clarifying researcher and external audits (as cited Anafra, Brown, & Mangione, 
2002, p. 30). Therefore, Creswell (1998) encouraged researchers to have a least two of 
the eight verification procedures. I heeded to Creswell and Miller’s (2002) and Yin’s 
(2003a) advice in that I selected two methods to verify accuracy—triangulation and 
member checking.  
Triangulation “is a process of corroborating evidence from different individual 
types of data or methods of data collection in descriptions and themes in qualitative 
research” (Creswell, 2005, p. 252). “Triangulation puts the researcher in a frame of mind 
to regard his or her own material critically, to test it, to identify its weakness, to identify 
where to test further doing something different” (Fielding & Fielding, 1986, as cited in 
Anafara Brown, & Mangione , 2002, p. 24). I read through the typed transcripts of my 
interviews extensively and repeatedly. I looked for consistent themes and patterns that 
continuously emerged from multiple participants. Furthermore, I used my analysis of 
observations of Blackboard course shells to triangulate the individual interviews.  
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Member checking was conducted as well. The study’s participants read through 
their transcript and hand-typed responses to ensure that the words were those intended by 
them. This method ensured that the participants guide the research as opposed to the 
researcher, which is one of the guiding principles of qualitative research.  
In addition, I used other methods to assure validity: 
Being forthcoming about my biases allowed me to be honest in my efforts to 
conduct good research. “To be forthcoming and honest about how we work as researchers 
is to develop reflective awareness that I believe contributes to enhancing the quality of 
our interpretive acts” (Peshkin, 2000, as cited in Creswell, 2005, p. 9). Disclosing biases 
is a key component to building audience confidence. I openly acknowledged my 
subjectivites. The subjectivities that I disclosed included the fact that I am an African 
American woman who taught online courses at this southeastern historically Black 
college and University. I also admitted that I did and still do have an agenda that includes 
my desire to use this information that I obtain to improve my own online teaching and 
elevate the academic and financial outlook for African American students. 
Finally, I selected participants with whom I had never taught. By doing so, I 
diffused the power differential that could have been experienced by the participants. 
Selecting such participants also provided evidence of good research.  
In sum, validating findings in qualitative research is often a difficult matter for 
those who prefer quantitative research because the very nature of qualitative research is 
subjective (Yin, 2003b). The methods used to increase audience confidentiality included 
triangulation of research, member checking, and disclosure of biases. As such, this 
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elevated the trustworthiness of the study and hopefully aided in the credibility of the 
study’s interpretations and findings.  
Summary 
The overarching question in this study was: How do communication and learning 
preferences, along with perceptions about online learning, of nontraditional African 
American students, affect their participation in online world literature courses at a 
southeastern HBCU? Through the use of instrumental case study methodology, I 
collected data about the participants’ participation in the online course by conducting 
interviews with 10 nontraditional world literature students and examining through non-
participatory observation their online world literature Blackboard course shells. Content 
analysis was used to determine how communication preferences, learning preferences, 
and perceptions about online learning affect these students’ participation in an online 
world literature course. The role of the researcher and trustworthiness of the study are 
also discussed. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
FINDINGS 
 
 
 The purpose of this study was to examine how communication preferences, 
learning preferences, and perceptions about online learning affect non-traditional African 
American students of in their participation in online world literature courses at an HBCU 
in the southeastern United States. This chapter presents the findings of the study. The 
findings are presented based on themes which emerged from 10 participants through 
cross case analyses of the interviews and course observations. Consequently, findings 
were based on personal interviews, which will be identified as (PI, the month, day, and 
year); and observations of the online course, which will be identified as (OC, the month, 
day, and year).  
“Hit Me Up”: Contact with Classmates, Students, and the Professor 
 “Hit Me Up” is a slang expression used to ask another to get in contact with you. 
This communication can take place by telephone, email, text message, or on social 
networking sites. In this theme, participants discuss their preferences for communicating 
with classmates and the professor. 
Classmates  
 Participants expressed a desire to communicate via two-way communication. 
While six participants said that they preferred face-to-face communication with 
classmates, three of the six said they would also prefer to communicate via telephone if 
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face-to-face communication was not possible. Two participants preferred to communicate 
by phone; and only two reported their desire for text-based communication. For Sheila, 
face-to-face communication is a way to talk openly and get an immediate response. She 
said, “Well, I’m not a big phone person, but I would rather talk to them face-to-face and 
just having open dialogue and be able to speak openly and then get some response back” 
(PI, 5/13/10). For Amy, face-to-face communication means being able to pick up 
nonverbal cues. She admitted to participating in instant messaging and social networking 
to communicate with other students, though face-to face-communication was her 
preference: 
 
I am instant messaging, blogging and using Facebook to talk to people. 
Sometimes I dislike that. I have a Blackberry to where I can get the information, 
and I can just hold on and listen and listen and listen as I’m in a rush. But you 
know with face-to-face, I can see the person talking and I can see what they’re 
saying and if they’re taking it the right way or the wrong way. I can see what kind 
of signals are being used. And sometimes when you’re online, if you’re putting 
things on paper, it may not come out the same way as if you would say it. When 
you’re typing or you’re texting, you can’t really be communicative, but I guess 
the best way for me is face-to-face. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Joshua discussed his desire to communicate with students face-to-face. He talked 
about communicating with students beyond the classroom subject matter and wanted to 
know what other students could tell him about finding jobs. He said, “If I am networking, 
I prefer face-to-face” (PI, 5/12/10). Related to classroom communication, specifically the 
chat feature in Blackboard, he still expressed a desire to talk to students face-to-face 
chiefly based on his unfamiliarity with other formats. He stated, “I would prefer face-to-
face. I can’t really say yes to the other one [the online chat]. I’m not knowledgeable about 
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the tool” (PI, 5/12/10). Indications of Joshua’s preference for face-to-face communication 
can be identified in his participation in the online world literature course. Out of all the 
participants in the study, he was the only one who had no posts in the discussion board, 
though he completed all of his course assignments (OC, 6/20/10). 
For some students, communication was not always black or white. Though 
students may have a primary preference for face-to-face communication, sometimes they 
adapted to the popular communication tools used by classmates. For example, Shannon, 
who ultimately liked to communicate face-to-face in order to interpret body language, 
recalled working with students on a project and spoke about her aversion to text 
messaging: 
 
They texted and that drove me crazy. I thought, ‘Why don’t you just pick up the 
phone?’ I learned how to text. I’d rather talk than text, but it’s okay. I mean it’s 
not my preference. I prefer face-to-face which is really somewhat better. I like to 
share the interaction by looking at facial expressions. I want to know the body 
language of the interaction because I’m very much hands-on. I just prefer face-to-
face. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
 Jasmine also indicated a desire to communicate via telephone as a general 
communication preference. She also wanted to talk, “on the phone or in person” (PI, 
5/14/10) in her daily life as well as in classroom settings; however, when speaking with 
her peers she preferred face-to-face dialogue.  
Like Jasmin, Badesha was another participant who preferred telephone 
communication at times and face-to-face communication at other times. She discussed 
her desire to meet with students face-to face in order to communicate. She said, “I like to 
do person-to-person or telephonic not the e-mail, not discussion boards. I like to just talk 
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in person or telephone” (PI, 5/12/10). Interestingly, Badesha discussed a preference to 
meet with students one-on-one even if taking a class online. She spoke about her desire to 
be with other students in small groups. She went on to say, “Even if the class is online, 
people can exchange phone numbers and get together in a small group especially if they 
live in the same area” (PI, 5/12/00). 
 Students who preferred telephone communication valued social interaction, too. 
Tenille spoke about her preference for talking during breaks and reaching people outside 
of the classroom setting. She said, “I like talking by phone especially during the breaks, 
and I like exchanging numbers and cell phone numbers so we can talk outside the 
classroom setting” (PI, 5/11/10). Out of all the participants, Tenille was the most 
communicative in the discussion thread. Her postings were three times the course average 
(OC, 7/10/10). 
Mariah also wanted to talk on the phone with students. She recalled her dislike of 
Elluminate, an online tool which allowed the professor in an online psychology course to 
verbally communicate with students. To her, its use lacked the level of interaction she 
desired. For Mariah, class would have been better had it been conducted over the phone. 
She recalled, 
 
I wanted talk by phone. In one class, we used Elluminate, and I hate it. Only one 
person can talk to the screen. Well, that’s really not interactive, if only one person 
can talk. I prefer telephone live session where everybody could call a certain 
number and everybody could just talk. I want it [communication] to be more real-
time. I hate Elluminate. It was used once a month and was really a mess. (PI, 
5/10/10) 
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Mariah further discussed how Elluminate had many technical problems, often freezing 
and kicking students off the system. She also felt that writing in text-based format was 
too time consuming. Because Mariah is a member of Generation Y and many members of 
her generation like texting, when discussed textual means of communication, she 
responded that “I don’t want to write to them at all. I wanted to talk to them in standard 
English. No text messages or instant messages should be allowed in the classroom. It 
takes too much time” (PI, 5/10/10). Mariah’s aversion to text based communication was 
also seen in course observations. Often her posts to discussion threads failed to meet the 
length requirement as indicated in the syllabus. In addition, her postings seemed rushed 
and inattentive, often lacking proper spelling or punctuation (OC, 7/10/10). 
There were only two students who preferred text-based communication. It was no 
surprise when India, the youngest participant and member of Generation Y, succinctly 
said, “My preference is to text message” (PI, 5/14/10). She also said that she preferred to 
talk to classmates via the discussion board on Blackboard which is also another text-
based form of communication. Interestingly, her preference for text-based 
communication was not indicated in her actual participation in the course. Though India 
took the world literature course as a blended learning class, she only completed four of 
the 11 discussion threads required by the instructor (OC, 6/28/10). 
For Angel, the other student who preferred text-based communication, email is 
her preferred method because she can set her own schedule. She said, “I liked the online 
e-mail in Blackboard. I liked the idea that I could work at midnight or six o’clock in the 
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morning and that I can set my own schedule” (PI, 5/10/10). Additionally, Angel admitted 
to using both texting and email to communicate with students:   
 
E-mail works best for me. One time I worked on a project, we had to e-mail each 
other, but we realized that that didn’t work best. So we sent each other each 
other’s telephone numbers, and we started texting each other. But sometimes we 
would text saying, ‘Hey, check your e-mail. There is some information on there 
you need.’ It worked, and one of the students even had her school e-mail 
forwarded to her Blackberry. But before that I would just check my phone 
periodically. But it was a really good alternative. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Getting a High Off of Student Interaction and Support 
Nine participants in the study said that they needed a high level of interaction 
from classmates. Ninety percent of participants described a fantastic class as one that 
gave them the ability to interact with students. More specifically, Mariah said, “I love to 
interact with people” (PI, 5/10/10). In fact, Tenille described the role of the student in 
online courses as completing assignments and supplemental reading, as well as 
interacting with others. She said online students should,  
 
definitely read the assigned material. And to get an even better grade, they need to 
read some outside materials and submit the materials on time. And when there’s 
an assignment, they need to interact with other students, exchange ideas and 
opinions on the topic. (PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
To Shannon, student participation determined the success of the class. She said,  
 
 
I think the students played a major role as students. They make the class. Without 
student participation, the class wouldn’t be a good class. We had a lot of 
interaction and a lot of people were serious. I got that through the work that they 
did. I could tell that they were serious. (PI, 5/10/10) 
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Not only is the participation of students key to making a good class, but contributions that 
students make to each other was also important, too. Shannon explained,   
 
I feel as though that my participation was very active. I reached out to other 
classmates. [I] commented on other classmates and commented on their 
assignments, especially things that really touched me that I was able to relate to. 
Even when assignments were a little challenging, I felt comfortable reaching out 
to classmates. ‘What do you think about this? How did you interpret this? What 
you think about this or whatever.’ (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
 Because Blackboard does not indicate to whom students email, it is unclear whether 
emails were sent to students or the professor. Nevertheless, Shannon sent the most emails 
(15) via Blackboard than any other participant (OC, 8/08/10). 
Valuing others’ contributions was important aspect of effective classes, too. To 
India, students “get along and openly communicate with each other. They listen to each 
other’s opinions and are able to bounce off of each other’s ideas. They listen and they 
participate” (PI, 5/10/10). Angel, too, valued the insights of her classmates. She admitted 
that even through email, she depended on classmates to help her understand how to 
complete assignments. She explained,  
 
I use e-mails quite a bit. I use e-mails and I had a group projects in one of my 
classes. So sometimes I would talk to other students and ask them to read my e-
mail. I would ask them, ‘Hey have you seen the assignment? Did you understand 
the assignment?’ Or something like that. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
According to the non-participatory observations that I made Blackboard, none of India’s 
emails were sent via Blackboard (OC, 9/10/10). Perhaps many of India’s email messages 
were sent via private accounts outside of the Blackboard shell.  
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Just like Angel, Amy also depended on her classmates for help with her coursework. She 
discussed how classmates were key to helping other students when a student is not able to 
come to class:  
 
I really talk with other classmates. I usually share my phone number with them 
and give them that information so that just in case something happens and you’re 
not able to come to class, we will be able to share the answers. 
 
 
Mariah found communicating with other students is important when professors are 
nonresponsive. She discussed how it was the student’s role to be there for each other in 
order to provide information about assignments: 
 
You’d actually have to use Blackboard and you ought to talk to one another on 
the discussion board and ask each other about the assignment because a lot of 
instructors don’t give feedback that quickly. It helps to ask of the student or hit 
somebody up on Facebook and ask questions about the class. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Open, interactive communication was a major desire for participants. So much so 
that when they mentioned ways to design a perfect online course, it always included a 
way for students to gather and share. Amy said,  
 
A great class is one in which the student and the professor are organized and 
communicate freely, and everyone will participate and be honest and share. I 
mean, I really enjoy classes, whether it’s online where people are free to 
communicate freely. I think that’s a good and ideal class. 
 
   
Badesha echoed Amy’s sentiment. In her design of a perfect online class, she said that 
she would be sure to have some kind of chat feature. She explained that “I know I would 
have the interactive discussion with my students online. I would have a chat room 
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available once a week so they could go and have discussions” (PI, 5/12/10). Tenille also 
had a desire for more classroom interaction online. She said with all of the technological 
advances that she wished classes could emulate a face-to-face meeting by use of Skype, a 
technology which would allow for students to see and hear the professor and each other. 
 
I wish they would do it with Skype. So maybe like one day you could make it the 
class and you still want to hear the teacher and the interaction from the other 
students. You could at least do it with Skype or something like that. I’d love for 
that day to come. (PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
 Efforts of participants in the study were categorized as active, meaning that they 
completed all tests, discussion boards, and other assignments; lurker, meaning that they 
completed most assignments including discussion boards and tests; and nonparticipant, 
meaning they completed none of the assignments in the online course. Interestingly in my 
observation of the course, I noted how four of the participants were active participants in 
the course (Angel, Sheiva, Badesha, and Jasmin), six were lurkers (Shannon, Mariah, 
Tenille, Amy, Joshua, and India), and none of them were nonparticipants (OC, 6/6/10).  
A chart which indicates each student’s participation in the course is located below 
in Table 3. It is important to note that the number of emails indicated did not differentiate 
between communication among students to students or to the professor. In addition, the 
number of emails represented only the number of emails sent through the Blackboard 
course shell and does not indicate the number of emails which may have been sent from 
campus or personal email accounts. Furthermore, India’s name contains an asterisk 
because she was the student who took world literature as a blended course; therefore, her 
posting requirements were different from the other nine participants.  
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Table 3 
 
Course Participation 
 
Participant 
Participant 
Type 
Discussion Board 
Posts out of Six 
Discussion 
Board Threads 
Login 
Hits 
Emails 
from 
Blackboard 
Discussion 
Board (DB) or  
Assignments (A) 
Missing 
Shannon Lurker 17 436 15 1 DB 
Mariah Lurker 10 481 7 2 DB; 2A 
Angel Active 23 787 5 None 
Tenille Lurker 58 334 3 1DB; 2A 
Sheiva Active 17 479 0 None 
Badesha Active 17 720 0 None 
Amy Lurker 2 113 0 4DB 
Joshua Lurker 0 286 3 6DB 
*India  Lurker *4 *251 0 7DB 
Jasmin Active 19 782 3 None 
 
Note: Active Participant: Completes all assignments as indicated on the course syllabus 
 Lurkers: Completes some of the assignments as indicated in the course syllabus 
 Nonparticipants: Completes none of the assignments as indicated on the syllabus. 
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Teacher Immediacy: Professors and Communication 
The need for communication is not only important among students, but it is also 
important among the professor and students. Interestingly, participants had different 
preferences for communicating with the professor depending on who initiated the 
communication. When professors needed to communicate with students, six participants 
said they preferred that the instructor contact them by email; three preferred face-to-face 
communication, and one preferred phone communication. However, when students 
initiated the communication, four participants preferred to call, three desired face-to-face 
communication; two wanted text, and one was indifferent. The professor for the online 
world literature class documented the major source of her correspondence to students. 
She wrote, 
 
Because one of the main methods of communication in this course is through 
email, you must know how to send and retrieve messages from your ________ 
(school name acronym) email account. Students who do not respond to my emails 
run the risk of being dropped from the course, so please check your email several 
times a week. (OC, 6/6/10) 
 
 
Interestingly, the need for interaction for students often went beyond a desire for a 
high level of communication with other students. Seven participants also wanted a high 
level of communication from the professor as well. There were over 21 announcements 
by the online world literature professor; however, the instructor did not participate in any 
of the six online discussions (OC, 6/6/10). Her level of participation was noted in the 
syllabus. She wrote, “I will not participate in all of the discussions, but I may ‘drop-in’ 
from time to time, especially if I need to ‘referee’ a discussion” (OC, 6/6/2010). Also 
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documented in the syllabus were six hours of on-campus office hours, and an additional 
hour of online office hours (OC, 6/6/10). 
For Tenille, an instructor’s involvement early in the online course is important to 
helping students learn online. She discussed how the instructor could help students avoid 
frustrations when working online. More definitive instruction was needed for her to 
succeed in the online learning environment. In referring to posting essays and 
communicating about the course online process, she cautioned,  
 
Instructors at the beginning of the class need to make sure and need to get that 
understanding on how to help students understand how they are to post the essay. 
And that students understand how to get in contact with the instructor if there is a 
problem. They should basically communicate early on about the online process. I 
remember this one online class that I took; it was a traditional class, but we were 
meeting online. So I wanted it to look like a face-to-face class and the teacher just 
said okay go to Blackboard, but a lot of us did not know how to do that. And it 
was because they had not been exposed to it yet. I think is very important is to 
make sure that everyone understands the process. When I first started taking 
online classes this summer—like the password, I thought was the same as what I 
had for e-mail, and I had get help from the Help Desk a few times just until I got 
the hang of it. The first few weeks, I think, you know that there should be an 
attempt to seek out the students. The instructor should find out if they’ve (their 
students) ever had online class before and find out what their needs are. Even if it 
was a phone call to say, ‘I know you signed up for my class, I want to make sure 
you know how to post material.’ Or they could even send it to e-mail giving 
students detailed information on how to access the site and submit things 
properly. And I think that would help just throughout the semester, just on how 
things are done. (PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
Tenille also added how a professor’s frequent participation could have increased her 
quality of responses to the discussion board in the course. She said, “She did say that 
from time to time she would come in and try to moderate. But I didn’t see it at all. I think 
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my answers would’ve been more thorough (giggles) had she given me more feedback” 
(PI, 5/11/10).  
 Like Tenille, Joshua also saw a connection between the teacher’s involvement in 
the discussion as related to how students performed in the course. To him, a professor’s 
connection to her students could help students gain interest in the subject matter, even if 
the student is not motivated in learning the material. Perhaps, the professor’s more direct, 
intentional interaction with individual students could enhance the student’s learning. He 
reiterated: 
 
. . . a professor should reach out to her students. Not only to just teach the subject, 
but also be able to grasp where their students are at. They should not only make 
the learning experience a great learning experience, but at the same time even if 
students don’t have interest in it, they can provide some interest to it. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
In other words, the professor should model the motivation in learning the subject that the 
students should have.  
Like Tenille and Jemaine, Angel also found that communication with the 
professor created interest in the course. She talked about the importance of dialogue in 
creating a supportive and lively classroom environment:  
 
They would be supportive. There will be open dialogue. I’ve taken classes where 
the teacher does lectures, and I get bored really quickly. I like it when we’re 
engaged so much with the teacher, but we’re engage with one another, too. (PI, 
5/11/10) 
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Angel also discussed how a professor’s participation in an online environment helped to 
recreate the experience of learning in a traditional classroom. As such, she said she 
wanted to see a great level of participation from her instructor: 
 
I wish the instructor would’ve participated more in the discussion more. For me, 
personally, I think there should be more interaction even though it is an online 
course. I would like for it to be like it was in the classroom. One of my instructors 
had a chat, and I wish she would have made it available in the afternoon and also 
have some in the evening. But just something so you could ask questions. I 
always felt like I didn’t get something. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
For India, the level of interaction by the online world literature teacher was pertinent to 
her enjoyment of the course. India discussed how the professor’s involvement helped to 
establish her as an authority and also helped students communicate openly: 
 
She was very good. She interacted with us enough to where we could grasp her 
being our instructor and grasp what she was trying to say. She also gave us the 
freedom to express ourselves. (PI, 5/14/10) 
 
 
To Jasmin, the professor’s involvement in the course indicated how she felt about 
teaching and that she genuinely cared about her students. When she described a really 
good class, she said of professors:  
 
They ask questions, you can ask questions, and they answer them and they’re 
willing to help you. And they’re interesting, and they don’t read thing out of the 
book. I can tell they enjoy what they teach that not one of those teachers have a ‘I 
got mine, you get yours’ attitude. And a lot of them, they have a personality, and 
they interact with the students. (PI, 5/14/10) 
 
 
Badesha agreed when she said that the interaction with the instructor is necessary to 
affirm students’ efforts about their progress in the course: 
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I think the accessibility to the instructor—to be able to ask questions and get a 
response back makes a good class. There would be online chats so you would be 
able to be online. There would be office hours online. They ought to have office 
time so that you could just chat where in one could enter into conversation to ask 
questions. To make sure you’re going in the right direction. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Sheila talked about how she wanted to know that the instructor had actually read 
her comments in the discussion board. She wanted to know that the professor valued her 
participation and did not just make posts without knowing the students’ opinions about 
discussion topics. Like Angel, Sheila perceived that doing so would emulate traditional 
classrooms. She said that she wanted instructors to communicate with students online in 
similar ways to face-to-face instruction: 
 
I’m looking at the post by the instructor. I’m looking to see that they have actually 
read some of the posts that the students have put in the discussion board instead of 
just putting down what they think and just disregarding what the student has put 
down. Because if it was a traditional classroom setting, the responses by the 
instructor will be based on what the students are saying. So, I would expect the 
same thing of the post that the instructors are making an online. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
Most importantly, Sheila talked about how open communication was vital to 
fostering a good learning environment. She discussed how slow responses and a sense 
that instructors did not welcome questions can ruin student morale. In describing an 
excellent class, she said, 
 
I would have the ability to be honest. If there’s some sort of problem in the class, 
I should be able to tell the instructor what the problem is and get a response back 
from her. I’ve found that some instructors online, either they haven’t responded in 
a timely manner and then I have a couple of online instructors where we’re  made 
to feel that if you asked a couple questions then, you did not have the right to ask. 
They made you feel bad about asking that question. (PI, 5/13/10) 
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Sheila further explained how the instructor’s unwillingness to accommodate 
student questions could have been detrimental to student performance. She said: 
 
It’s mostly a tone issue. You can tell by the way that they responded they did not 
appreciate you asking that question and that your asking could be a problem. It 
may be something you need for a particular assignment right then, but they may 
take a long time responding. That [teacher response time] can make a difference 
between you passing or failing an assignment. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
Outside of the interaction, six participants discussed how the success of the course 
hinged around the professor’s ability to communicate specifically. As such, participants 
said that they wanted the instructor to provide a detailed syllabus and communicate clear 
expectations about course assignments. Therefore, the professors’ planning and 
presentation of the material were important to students’ perceptions about the quality and 
enjoyment of the course. The syllabus for the online course contained important due dates 
for assignments and exams along with grade weights for assignments (OC, 6/06/10). 
Amy said that the role of the instructor in an online course is a big responsibility 
because the professor’s organization was a major means of facilitating students’ learning:   
 
The instructors are very important when you’re online. How a  person is 
organized, if this person is going be clear with the information, if they can 
communicate and respond in timely manner and things like that are very 
important. It is a big responsibility when you’re online instructor. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
In order to meet the professor’s expectations, Sheila emphasized the importance 
of the professor’s syllabus, active participation, and clear presentation of course 
assignments in order for things to run smoothly for students and the instructor. She 
explained: 
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They need to have a clear syllabus and outline, be expected to respond back in a 
timely manner to the students, and to be available to answer questions that may be 
asked, and have stuff in a clear manner. They should have everything up there to 
know what was expected of me, but if it is not presented in a clear manner, and 
I’m confused it will make things harder on everybody. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
Sheila further added how the instructor’s preparation is pertinent to good classes. She 
reiterated, “What would make the class for  me is you’re getting the information that you 
need in order to be able to function, so you’re not only getting information from the 
instructor, but you’re getting feedback” (PI, 5/10/10).  
 Furthermore, the professor’s preparation was important to online students because 
students needed clear instructions to complete assignments. Sheila commented on the role 
of students being hinged around the expectations of the instructor.  
 
I want them to do what is expected of them as the assignments are due and the 
dates are out. They need to meet the deadlines when they’re supposed to and to 
just participate in the discussion board and to just do what is being asked of them. 
 
 
Tenille also indicated how the student’s role is to meet the instructor’s expectations. In 
her description of the role of the student, she said students were to: 
 
Basically making sure they know what the syllabus is, and that they understand 
what the teacher is using to grade the assignment. ‘So what did she expect for an 
< A> type paper? Just what is she looking for in terms of being knowledgeable 
about what the instructor’s expectations are?’ [Students] are to turn in the course 
work on time, or be on time, and make as many classes as possible. 
 
 
India also agreed when she said that instructors should have a structured way of 
presenting information. According to her, instructors should “present the information in 
an organized format, not just one topic here in another topic there” (PI, 5/14/10). 
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Similarly, Jasmin also highlighted the importance of instructor clarity. She said 
instructors should “be available to the student and put as much information up there as 
possible and be as specific as they can about what students should do because some of 
them can be kind of vague” (PI, 5/14/10). 
When the online world literature instructor did not place the contents of an exam 
which required students to create a fairytale on the syllabus, it caused Badesha to be 
concerned about her abilities to meet the deadline for submission. Badesha admitted that 
she was not confident in her abilities in creative writing. When discussing her perception 
of the reading and writing assignments in the world literature class, she said,  
 
Everything was ok except for the fairytale because I like science and math, so the 
idea that I had to write a fairytale really threw me off. That really wasn’t on the 
syllabus. I could’ve prepared myself if I would have known that it was on the 
syllabus. I could’ve done some research on how to write it and been more 
proactive. I like to read the syllabus ahead of time to know what needs to be in on 
time. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Confidence in their abilities to meet the instructor’s expectations was very 
important for participants. Five participants indicated a need for samples and quick 
feedback on assignments so that they could submit exactly what the teacher wanted. 
Grades for discussions, papers, and tests were posted in early April (OC, 6/06/10). Joshua 
wanted to get a better understanding of the professor’s expectations. He said that it would 
have been nice to get samples well-written assignments from the online world literature 
instructor like he did in another course: 
 
Sometimes I want the instructor to post an example from the material. I don’t 
know whether this instructor from this class posted examples. I mean, she just 
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gave instructions. I have had another class where the instructors gave examples 
and what not, but I didn’t see any for this class. This class was more instructions. 
We just follow the instructions, and that was it. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Joshua also mentioned how it would have also been helpful to meeting 
expectations if the instructor would have provided summaries capturing key ideas 
expressed by students in the discussion thread. He said instructors could have given 
“maybe their own thoughts and comments about the discussion. To give you a before and 
after summary of key points in the discussion thread would have really helped me to 
know what I needed to learn” (PI, 5/12/10). 
Shannon said that she wanted to understand exactly what the instructor wanted in 
order to complete course assignment well. She was quite definitive in what she wanted as 
explained below: 
 
Number one is truly understanding what the assignment is, asking what the 
instructor or the professor really wants and what the outcome should look like. 
Once I do that, once I have that detail, I could research a particular topic or 
subject, whatever. Once I do that I am able to do the research, massage it, and pull 
it all together. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Angel recollected about an essay that she submitted in her online world literature 
class in early February; however, she did not receive her grade until the end of the 
session. She admitted to being unsure about her use of the Modern Language Association 
(MLA) referencing format, and had wanted to use the feedback to make the necessary 
changes for her next essay. She shared her frustration by saying:  
 
I know for me my first essay was in February, and I didn’t hear anything [about 
the final grade] until April. But to me, mid-March would have been better, at the 
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latest four weeks. So I’m just saying that’s the most amount of time that I  needed 
so that I can apply the feedback to my next essay versus I’ve done three essays 
and have not gotten back any feedback. Then I get the grade that indicates that 
I’m missing MLA formatting. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Angel also noted how the timely scheduling of feedback may have helped her to avoid 
writing incorrectly on future assignments. She also said clear expectations, even if 
through a post in the discussion thread, may have helped students understand the 
professor’s expectations and reinforced learning: 
 
I did three essays in literature, and I haven’t gotten any feedback on any of them 
yet for the whole semester. So I really wanted to know how I did and she e-mailed 
me back and said that I made an <A> grade, but I want feedback. If I’d been 
struggling, I would have been so disappointed to have made a bad grade after the 
semester is over and having been told your writing style wasn’t this or that. Give 
us some feedback based off of what is working. If people are writing and 
everybody does poorly then you get a discussion thread saying this is what I saw 
in the writing in order to give some reinforcement to ensure that everybody is 
grasping what the expectations are. Just don’t send me an e-mail with a general 
grade. This kind of stuff does tend to run together after a while. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Sheila also echoed a similar concern to Angel’s about the scheduling of feedback. She, 
too, expected to receive her grades for assignments in a timely manner: 
 
She waited until basically the last part of the class in order to grade papers and 
everything. I did not know what my grades were until right before the end of the 
session. That can be a problem. Instructors should make sure that they grade 
assignments in on time. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
Tenille also discussed how timely feedback would include a one week turnaround. She 
said,  
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So if you turn in an assignment so like a week. You should not have to wait for 
the end of the term or the end of the semester to find out how you are doing in 
class. It shouldn’t take longer than a week to turn it back in to it you. If they can 
do it in a few days, that’s great, longer than a week, I think is a bit much. (PI, 
5/11/10) 
 
 
She added how good courses are based on good teaching: 
 
 
It is one in which the teacher is very knowledgeable about the subject. She has an 
open discussion type format with different topics is kind of laid back teacher. She 
is on time with grading, and we get good feedback on what to do to improve the 
work that has been turned in. (PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
“Shorten, Condense, and Learning in Different Ways”: Handling Reading, Studying 
for Tests, and Acknowledging Multiple Ways of Learning 
 Within this second theme, participants describe their preferences for smaller 
amounts of reading and their desire for study notes and group collaboration. 
Reading and Course Preparation 
 Study questions for each the literature readings were provided for all of the 
readings which were: Medea, The Epic of Son Jara, Canterbury Tales, and Othello (OC, 
5/06/10). In addition, a breakdown of characters through a study guide was provided for 
the The Epic of Son Jara (OC, 5/06/10). Tenille summarized her expectations of the 
instructor when she captured the requirements of reading in a course. She defined good 
courses as ones with manageable amounts of reading: 
 
Good classes are ones that don’t require a large amount of reading, a moderate 
amount, but not a large amount. It would be  just enough to get you familiar with 
the material into thinking and not to the point where you got to have extended 
hours and hours every week just reading. (PI, 5/11/10) 
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Tenille was not the only participant who had concerns about the reading; in fact, six 
participants in the study noted their challenges with reading in the online world literature 
class. Jasmin thought that there was too much reading in the online world literature 
course. She said her preconceived notion about world literature was that “I thought it was 
a bunch of reading. So that’s about it. I just knew I had to do a bunch of reading” (PI, 
5/12/10). The amount of reading was not the only problem with the texts students 
discussed; another reading challenge that one participant mentioned was comprehension 
of the reading. Shannon found that she had problems understanding the reading, too, 
especially when the texts were written in non-Western styles or old English. She 
explained,  
 
There were some challenges with the language. Trying to interpret the old 
language and what the author was trying to come across. I could read something 
and read it and I don’t know exactly what they’re saying. You just can read 
something, but you can’t get it right away. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
  
Five participants who communicated concerns about the course reading discussed 
narrowing information as a way they found helpful in understanding the text. Sheila 
added how she attempted to condense the reading in order to respond on the discussion 
board. She noted, “I tried to condense information as much as possible because 
sometimes the reading assignments can be kind of lengthy, and I try to read in advance 
and then try to condense what I read in order to respond” (PI, 5/14/10). Sheila further 
added how study guides helped her prepare for exams. In preparing for a recent exam she 
said,  
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I usually keep the information that is given before me and then the assignment 
that the information has do with the exam. I make sure that I keep the information 
together and then review that. I study that to prepare for exam, and I’ll make sure 
that I’ll go over any study guides that the instructor has given us and then I’ll just 
review any assignments in the study guide and go over them to prepare for an 
exam. 
 
 
 India also echoed Jasmin’s and Sheila’s concern about the amount of reading. 
Like Shannon, she, too, was concerned about the reading’s complexity. When thinking 
about the expectations of the course, she said she thought the world literature class would 
include “reading a lot of stories from different parts of the world” (PI, 5/14/10). One way 
India was able to handle the reading requirement was to rely on PowerPoint slides to 
prepare for exams. She said, “I look back over tests and especially if the teacher has 
PowerPoint, I look back at the PowerPoint for important facts and information in order to 
study” (PI, 5/10/10). 
 Angel also confirmed Jasmin’s, Sheila’s, and India’s perceptions about the 
amount or reading required in world literature to be true. She discussed how she was 
often overwhelmed by the reading expectations when combined with her other courses: 
She remembered that she 
 
just read all the stuff and sometimes I was just overwhelmed with how much 
reading there was . . . It was so much required that it could be overwhelming, and 
then I got to read this and then in another class I got five chapters to read and then 
I would  be like WOW! (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Because of the amount of reading, Angel spoke about ways that helped her to understand 
it. She discussed how a “breakdown” through study guides and notes was a way for her to 
successfully understand, The Epic of Son Jara, an African work written in dialect and 
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proverb with multiple characters. Angel added how course “cheat sheets” were 
particularly helpful to her as a busy nontraditional student: 
 
So I’m thinking about the story Son Jara. She [the instructor] got a lot of 
questions from students to the point that she gave us some cheat sheets. So she 
really just gave us a good breakdown on who the characters were. It was 
something to help ensure that we got the information. We are nontraditional 
students, and sometimes the learning curves are a little greater. And we just don’t 
have enough time as a traditional student would have. So giving us resources 
again and just assuring that we’re grasping the material and not just saying, 
‘Okay, here’s your syllabus for the session. Let me know if you have any 
questions.’ (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Faced with challenging and lengthy reading in her studies was not new to Angel. She 
faced similar problems with reading in her psychology class. Angel recalled how 
PowerPoint slides allowed her to know what information to place her focus:  
 
The discussion was okay in my psychology class, but my teacher provided a 
PowerPoint overview for every chapter so I can follow along with the PowerPoint 
as I was reading the textbook. To me it was like, ‘Hey, these are the things you 
need to make sure that you are familiar with.’ Some of the chapters could have so 
much material, and I just wondered, ‘do I need to know this or do I need to know 
that?’ It just really helped me to know the things that I need to focus on. This 
would have been great in the online world literature class. (PI, 5/10/10). 
 
 
 Similar to Angel, Joshua also mentioned how he needed to have course highlights 
of information when he prepared for exams. Joshua said to prepare for tests he would, 
“Have to flip through a couple pages of it [the reading] and jot down what I could” (PI, 
5/12/10). His process of “flipping” through pages and jotting down “what he could” in 
order to study for exams implied his sense of being overwhelmed with the reading 
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material. Just like Angel, he would have preferred to have had the information condensed 
in order to focus on what needed to be learned. He further added,  
 
Well, I usually go over my old tests and quizzes. If the professor would give a 
study guide, I would hope that she would give a study guide so that we know 
what will be on the test and what was assigned. I just prefer study guides to be 
honest with you. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
In related sense, Amy also noted the length of the reading as a problem for her in 
world literature. So much so, that she wished that there was a class when all one did was 
read. She said, “Yeah, I think it was a lot of reading. I think that the world lit class should 
really be a class in the class where all you do is read” (PI, 5/12/10). Just like many of the 
aforementioned participants, she, too, must have a means to narrow the text when 
preparing for coursework. She also said she used PowerPoint when she wrote papers, too. 
She explained, “When I get ready for a test, and I just go back over my notes and my 
PowerPoint and review, I basically do the same thing when I’m getting ready to write a 
paper” (PI, 5/12/10). Amy further added how she kept PowerPoint notes in an accordion 
file to help her when she wrote papers: 
 
Well, what works best for me is I get one of those accordion folders. As I get 
information like a PowerPoint presentation, I print it off. And I’ll keep it in order 
to have a notebook. So I can take plenty of notes, and because when I’m working 
on a paper, I like to look back and see how I should put things together. (PI, 
5/12/10) 
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“The Professor is not the Only Way to Learn World Literature”: 
Multiple Pathways of Learning 
 All ten participants discussed how they had multiple ways of learning. In fact, 
none of them indicated having a single preference for gaining knowledge. Instead, all of 
them have multiple preferences which overlap and can include any combination of visual, 
auditory, tactile, constructivist, and social modes of learning. The online world literature 
course included six text-based discussion boards, a video link to a segment of Medea, two 
written essays, and two exams, one of which was multiple choice, the other a project 
which required a creation of a fairytale (OC, 5/06/10). 
 Though study guides and PowerPoint presentations were essential to six 
participants, when it came to understanding the reading and preparing for tests, 
multimedia links were also key to understanding the text. Amy shared how having audio-
visual components to the online-world literature course helped her to understand her 
reading of Euripedes’ Medea: 
 
I learn best when I’m hearing and taking notes. I like to hear it, see it, and write it. 
I know those three work really good. I know I retain a lot more information. I 
really enjoyed looking at Medea. Not only do we get to read that story, we get to 
actually see a portion of that play. It really helped me to understand the play and 
just seeing the actors really broadened the relevance to the story. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
While participants noted multiple learning preferences, six of them mentioned a 
preference for learning in smaller groups. Similar to Jasmin, India also described how 
visual material helped her to learn in classes. She remembered a great class as one “that is 
visual, something that [the student] can see and connect with as well as have the visual 
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aspect” (PI, 5/14/10). In addition, India also indicated a need to work with other students 
when she prepared course assignments. She enjoyed working with other students in a 
group. India commented, “I probably want to work with other students where we are next 
to a computer in a group, where I can get and share information” (PI, 5/14/10). Angel 
also said her learning was augmented when she included other class members. She 
discussed how she desired to apply knowledge and work in in-class group assignments so 
that she could showcase knowledge. She stated,  
 
I enjoyed the group discussions online for online classes and in a classroom 
setting. I enjoy the same thing with the group discussions with dialogue and group 
assignments in class and not out of class, something where you’re applying what 
you learn for 30 minutes of class, and maybe working together 30 minutes of 
class, and then presenting what we learn. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Similar to Angel, Joshua talked about how group work helped him learn from other 
students:  
 
You share your viewpoint of the story or whatever the assignment . . . But if the 
workload is by yourself when you’re able to share that teamwork, man! It creates 
a great learning experience and you get to see other people’s thoughts and 
viewpoints and opinions on things and stuff. So just bringing the team together as 
a whole makes a good class. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
In addition to learning from and within the group, Joshua considered himself to be a 
visual and auditory learner. He discussed how hearing and seeing information is 
particularly important in courses he found difficult: 
 
I have multiple ways I’d like to learn. I’d like to see it. Sometimes I need to hear 
it from the professor especially as far as world lit because sometimes the stories 
are really hard to interpret. I mean as far as in terms of reading between the lines 
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with certain things especially with the Epic of Son Jara. It is very important to be 
able to see and hear additional information. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
He also enjoyed constructing knowledge because it gave him the ability to feature his 
unique talent. He shared how he did well on a project in which students were to create a 
fairytale and place it on the discussion board. He said, “I think I did very well on my 
PowerPoint presentation which was a fairytale. . . . I have a creative thinking box on my 
head” (PI, 5/12/2010). 
 Similarly, Mariah also enjoyed assignments which allowed her to build on her 
knowledge. She discussed how completion of assignments that required students to create 
their own knowledge using technology would be an optimal way for her to complete 
tasks. She envisioned how constructivist activities as a group could help ease the work 
load on students. She talked about how creating a video with class members worked well 
with students who were participatory:     
 
So, let’s say there’s something in the news. And you have to do a video, make it 
into a video clip and put it in action to show the positive or negative of the news. 
In a group project, you don’t have to do as much work in class. And I don’t like 
lazy people who don’t pull their weight in class, but I do like the interaction, (PI, 
5/10/10) 
 
 
Lack of interest in completion of assignments is evidenced in the fact that Mariah, along 
with Tenille, was one of two participants who failed to submit two major assignments 
outside of discussion threads (OC, 8/28/10).  
 Though Tenille is a self-described auditory learner, she noted the benefits of 
learning collaboratively: 
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In groups, we can talk about the assignment. We can give our opinion on how we 
want the project to be done. If it is a group project, we can give each other 
pointers. For example, in this class that I had, I wasn’t familiar with PowerPoint 
slides. I did not know how to create a diagram, and I wasn’t familiar with that so 
it was good to get pointers in my group. Just basically being able to get pointers 
from other classmates over the best way to go about the assignment was good. 
(PI, 5/11/10) 
 
  
In addition to learning in groups, Tenille also discussed how hearing information from 
the professor and taking notes was essential for learning:  
 
I like to have the instructor verbally tell me what they want for the  assignments, 
and I’ll take my own notes. I like lectures; I like mostly lecture . . . To get more 
information from them [lectures], I like to take my own notes. I like the lecture 
style. (PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
Though the lecture style was preferred, Tenille also noted how good classes must go 
beyond lecture if learning is to transpire. Tenille believed that “teachers would do more 
than just lecture. Once in a while they would bring a video clip in or have a guest 
speaker” (PI, 5/11/2010). In Tenille’s point of view, multimedia is another key 
component to learning. She shared how video links in her online world literature class 
helped her to understand the reading: 
 
There were a couple times she had some video links which were very interesting. 
And I liked the video links. It took me by surprise; it was a nice touch. In the 
literature course there was a lot of reading, but she also submitted links to help 
[students] understand the material. So, I liked a variety. It helped to keep the class 
interesting. It wasn’t strictly reading. It was a nice little variety. (PI, 511/10) 
 
 
In addition to being a social learner, Shannon also considered herself to be a 
constructivist learner. She talked about how using a group project instead of a test would 
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allay her test anxiety, yet still allow her to construct knowledge: “I want something I can 
touch and feel or whatever, so I can retain it,” she said (PI, 5/10/10). She further added: 
 
My main challenge in going back to school at my age is memorization. I find it 
difficult to learn this way in particular. It is not a strong suit for me. A perfect 
environment is to give me something I can sink my teeth into. I am very visual. 
Give me a group project or something to do. Let me discover what it is I need to 
learn. It tends to stay with me longer if I’m the one that’s actually doing the 
research as opposed to learning. I want to discover. You know what I mean? I like 
having a way to construct my own knowledge and possibly in a controlled setting 
because I know the curriculum and objectives, learning outcomes, and the 
syllabus. . . .When we get to the point where I need to the take a test and 
memorize stuff, I get really nervous . . . I know I have a certain time limit, and I 
know it’s [time] constantly on my mind. I do pretty well, but I would prefer not to 
do that. Give me a group project or something. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Shannon also talked about discussion threads and how it helped her learn more 
than just about her own opinions. She explained how discussions were her important to 
her learning:  
 
[I like] discussion because I welcome and I learn from other people’s point of 
view, the different perspectives on a topic or issue. That’s what I love. You learn 
something not only about yourself. I think it was awesome. We covered a lot of 
material, analyzing and learning what other people’s thoughts and opinions were 
and how we responded to certain topics or subjects. I really learned a lot. (PI, 
5/10/10) 
 
 
Though not all participants indicated a desire to work in groups, two of the 
participants implied the need for interaction from classmates in order to learn. For 
Badesha, learning transpired in a blended environment. She described an excellent 
classroom setting as one that is “probably a blended class, probably some online, and 
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some in the classroom. Then you would just have a better opportunity to maybe ask some 
of questions [if needed]” (PI, 5/12/10).  
Though not stated explicitly in the above quotation, Badesha implied a need for 
not only visual information, but verbal and nonverbal interaction which is more likely to 
take place in live classroom settings. Like Badesha, Jasmin, also an independent learner, 
discussed a need for the face-to-face classroom. Though she considered herself to be a 
visual learner, she admitted that her learning preferences hinge around the courses that 
she took. She noted how she needed verbal and nonverbal cues to learn as well. Despite 
these preferences, Jasmin indicated how her schedule superseded her desire to have her 
learning preferences met. She said, “It depends on the class. Some classes, I know I’m a 
visual learner. Some classes, I know I need to be in there with the teacher. But most the 
time is how it fits into my schedule” (PI, 5/14/00).  
“Relationships that Foster Course Interest”: 
Connecting to Subject Matter, Topics, and Classmates 
 This section discusses many of the participants’ need to make connections to the 
subject matter, topics, or classmates in order to fully participate in the course. Participants 
described how building these relationships helped them to contribute more in the online 
course. 
Subject Matter and Topics 
Another theme that emerged from the data analysis was the students’ desire to 
connect to the subject matter, topics, or to other classmates in order to enjoy online 
courses and fully participate. Seven participants mentioned that a connection to the 
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subject matter, topics within the course, or making connections with others students 
contributed to their enjoyment and level of participation in the online world literature 
course. While all the members of Generation Y mentioned a need to connect to the 
subject matter and topics being discussed, members of older generations emphasized the 
importance of connecting to and with classmates. 
First of all, all three members of Generation Y mentioned a need to connect to 
topics and the subject matter in order to enjoy and fully participate in the course. Mariah, 
a member of Generation Y, admitted that good classes begin with the subject matter 
itself. She admitted to being more likely to read required assignments if she had interest 
in the course subject. She said, “It [reading] depends on the topic. If it’s boring I am less 
likely to read it. If it is interesting I am more times more likely to read it” (PI, 5/10/10). 
Mariah further added how her interest in the topic also determined her level of 
participation on the discussion board. She said, “It really depends on the topic. If it is 
something that interests me then yeah; but it is something I’m not interested in then no. I 
read the first line and not the rest to decide whether I’m going to read it” (PI, 5/12/10).  
Similar to Mariah, Iris, the youngest member of Generation Y, also stated how her 
course participation is determined based on her level of interest in the topic being 
discussed. She said: “If I feel a gumption, then I will respond to it, especially if it [the 
subject] is something that I’m passionate about. I will respond to the topic” (PI, 5/14/10). 
Joshua, the only male participant and one of three members of Generation Y discussed a 
need to be able to use information learned in courses outside of class. He said he liked 
courses that had “information that is actually informative [and] that you actually can use 
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outside of the classroom” (PI, 5/12/10). Out of all of the works that he read for the online 
world literature class, the ones that he enjoyed most were the ones that he could relate to 
real life. He discussed, “I did like some of them. The ones that were really good related to 
life experience like Medea and Othello” (PI, 5/12/10).  
Classmates 
 For members of older generations, participants’ satisfaction with the course is 
developed through personal connections with peers. Like members of Generation Y, 
Tenille stated how she must not only be interested in the topic being discussed but that 
she also must relate to her classmates. She added how her participation in the course 
would have increased if topics were more interesting and if she could relate to 
classmates:  “If they posted something really interesting. I would’ve posted something 
back. I would have done a little bit more back-and-forth than what I did” (PI, 5/11/10). 
Her process for responding to discussion posts was determined by how similar students’ 
views were to her own. She added, “I would comment on them, and I will find someone 
who I had a similarity with, then I would post. I would say, ‘hey I agree’ and then I 
would comment on it” (PI, 5/11/10). 
For Shannon, an older boomer and the oldest participant in the study, satisfaction 
would be gained by working with peers who are around her age. Shannon said working in 
similar age learning communities would foster class satisfaction. She said,  
 
I know you probably cannot do this because it would probably be discriminatory, 
but it would be nice to set up the work for people of the same age group, made up 
of the same age group for like-minded [people]. . . . But you know, working with 
younger people can drag everyone down because everyone doesn’t participate and 
that drives me crazy. (PI, 5/10/10) 
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Similarly, Angel felt that she could relate to comments made by students who shared her 
years and experience: 
 
I could just relate to nontraditional students in conversations online. You can be in 
a class and in a discussion with traditional students, but their minds are just so 
vastly different. [It] is easier to engage in a conversation when you feel like you 
can relate to that person. So I did start to pick and choose who I would respond to 
because it’s easier respond to someone who did a good, thorough post instead of 
to someone who posted one sentence—even though we had a minimal word 
requirement. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
Sheila shared the same sentiments as Shannon and Angel. She, too, wanted to connect to 
students who were older. She felt that mature students took learning seriously. When she 
described her process for posting discussions to other students, she said,  
 
I look through the majority of them, and it sometimes is going to depend on how 
the person responded if it seems like they have the same kind of thought process I 
do. Or it looks like they prepared their responses then that’s the one I’m drawn to. 
. . . It looks like they respond just so they can respond. I try to shy away from 
those a little bit more. Or if it looks like someone who prepared as much, then 
those are the ones that I’ll usually respond to. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
“Impatience is a Virtue”: Advantages and Disadvantages of Online Learning 
Advantages of Learning Online 
All of the participants spoke about the convenience of learning online as an 
influential factor affecting their desire to register in the online world literature course. In 
fact, six participants took world literature online purposefully; three had to take the 
course online because face-to-face courses were filled; and one participated in online 
learning because the Honors section of world literature was taught as a blended course.   
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Nine participants were women. Three out of nine women discussed how the 
flexibility of being able to take courses online while juggling numerous responsibilities of 
motherhood as key to their registration in an online course. According to Mariah, who is 
a member of Generation X and a single mother of two children under five, “it’s just 
easier, especially when you have children” (PI, 5/10/10). Tenille, a member of 
Generation X and a busy mother of two small children, echoed Mariah’s sentiments. She 
added the convenience of working around her community involvement and the freedoms 
from the hassle and expense of securing babysitters as a benefit to online learning. She 
said,  
 
Just the convenience of being able to take the class. It fit into my schedule; it was 
just really convenient taking it online. Like it fits into school, church, and work. I 
didn’t have to find a babysitter to watch the kids and all that. (PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
Sheila, a member of Generation X and a grandmother, also spoke of the convenience of 
online learning based on her ability to complete her womanly responsibilities, too. She 
also added the benefits to her career and life in general: 
 
The convenience of being able to take classes online by me working, being a wife, 
mom and a grandmom (pause), the convenience of being able to take classes 
online has allowed me to accomplish things career-wise that I wanted to 
accomplish. For me, personally, in terms of my responsibilities and what I have to 
do, I think it’s perfect for a nontraditional student who wants to further their 
education, but yet still participate. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
 Though three participants discussed how online learning helped them juggle the 
responsibilities of work, school, and family, three other participants spoke about the 
flexibility, record keeping, and reduction in stress which accompanied online learning. 
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Jasmin, also a working mother, spoke about the way online courses allowed her to fit all 
of her coursework into her schedule. She said online learning “fits into my schedule and 
doesn’t conflict with my other classes. Because I have lab classes, it is hard to get classes 
that fit my schedule. So I try to take classes online when I can” (PI, 5/14/10).  
Likewise for the only male participant and member of generation Y, Joshua, who 
is single with no children, stated that online courses allowed him to take an 18-hour 
course load and still maintain a desired average: 
 
Well, I just wanted to work at a certain pace. I was taking a certain amount of 
hours and it was really overboard for me. To have an ability to take the online 
class was convenient for me. It would be better off for me so that I could make the 
grade that will be acceptable to me. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
In addition, Joshua added how he found the flexibility of the coursework allowed him 
ample time to complete assignments. He recalled: 
 
I know she [the professor] gave us enough time to get our assignments done. She 
gave us room to work at our own pace. There is more flexibility . . . So let’s say 
an essay—is due at the end of May. The assignment is posted today and you 
might have to May 28. It gives you time to read it, read the subject, consider your 
other classes and have time to summarize and meet up with other students to be 
familiar with the other people’s view point. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Shannon also discussed the flexibility of online learning. The oldest participant, Shannon, 
initially wanted to take world literature face-to-face but found those sections closed. 
Though she reluctantly enrolled in the online version, one aspect that she grew to love 
about online learning was the flexibility: 
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I love it because you got your syllabus up front. You knew your time frame. You 
can manage your time accordingly. You knew what you need to do and when. I 
didn’t have a problem with it. From the online perspective that is the way to go 
because you have unlimited access. You don’t just have class at certain time and 
not be there from a certain time. . . . If you really want to be online, you have 24-
hour access. Everybody has equal access. You may have something to do. You 
have a lot of flexibility. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Like Joshua and Shannon, Amy also discussed how she found online learning as a 
timesaver: 
 
 
I think it’s a wonderful thing. I think is a great resource to help people. It can help 
people further their education because of the time constraints. I think is great to be 
at the four o’clock in the morning and be working on your class work. And maybe 
have the rest of the day to do the other things that you need to take care of. So I 
think this is a wonderful opportunity. I think in the future [online learning] may 
be something that we use a lot more of. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
In addition to flexibility, Amy also mentioned how one of the benefits of online learning 
was her ability to maintain course records:  
 
Yes I can go back into my biology class and been able to use some information 
related to another class to take like that. So I hope it stays like that. Okay, so 
sometimes in the course of time, you don’t have time to just download everything 
on your flash drive. It is great that I can go on my computer and just pull up 
information. And you know, sometimes I’ll have my flash drive on me. I think 
that that is just an excellent resource that you have to carry a bunch of books is 
just really all right there. It is just really awesome. (Amy, PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
 India, who is from Generation Y and single with no children, also discussed the 
benefits of online learning. She related it to record keeping. She said, “The convenience 
is the ability to look up the information and maintain the information from my 
professors” (PI, 5/14/10).  
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Angel added a new advantage to taking online courses when she talked about how 
online learning helped her to reduce additional stress in her life. Attempting to take the 
course face-to-face, Angel soon dropped it after she realized that taking world literature 
face-to-face would have been too much of a hassle: 
 
Actually when I got started this semester, I went in to take one class of face-to-
face and the other three I wanted to take online. I opted to take one of the 
classroom courses. I wanted the camaraderie experience interacting with the 
students, be face-to-face with the teacher. But after one day of class I realized it 
was just too taxing for me to try to get off for work and make it to class even 
though I get off at five o’clock. I am not an hourly employee. So I don’t punch a 
clock; I am a salaried employee. So even though I get off at five o’clock, it’s very 
rarely that I leave at five o’clock. And I was pressed just to get to my first class, 
and it started at six o’clock and I work 10 minutes from . . . campus. I work 
downtown, so I thought with this was my first day and some days it would had 
taken time to try to find a parking space. I knew it was going to just add stress, 
and even more stress with me trying to balance the day and go back to school. 
This was just going to be hard to try to get to campus so I thought well, well, I’ll 
just go ahead and take all of my classes online. It would afford me more 
flexibility with not having to worry about how to get to class and still being able 
to do my homework at seven o’clock at night, at 10 o’clock at night, whatever it 
took to get the work done. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
 Another benefit to online learning was the ability to use technology and have a 
virtual class at one’s fingertips. In fact, four of the participants discussed how the course 
design made learning easier. Shannon, the participant who had never taken an online 
course before, discussed the ease of getting assignments and interacting with other 
students. 
 
They make it easy. Basically, they put a link out there to do the assignment and it 
is relatively simple, even for someone who is not technologically savvy. I think it 
is probably one of the best that I have been exposed to taking classes in the past. 
Just the level of interaction online let me know that there is a whole new world 
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out there. And I was like blown away; and they make it easy, very easy. (PI, 
5/10/10) 
 
 
Those who considered themselves to be knowledgeable about computers had similar 
remarks to Shannon’s. Sheila reported having no problems with Blackboard. She said, “I 
haven’t had any problems navigating around Blackboard. I’m fortunate to be pretty 
computer-literate” (PI, 5/13/10). Echoing Sheila’ findings, Badesha considered 
Blackboard to be, “[an] excellent tool to use and have” (PI, 5/12/10). 
 In addition to having used the technology easily, two participants in the study 
found materials needed for class to be readily available. India, who took the world 
literature class partially online and partially face-to-face talked about the benefit of 
having everything one needs on a computer screen. She said, 
 
It is very beneficial . . . Well, I think it is when you have information that you can 
look at. It just helps me learn because it’s right there. Like if you are looking in 
front of a computer screen and you are on the computer, it just makes it easy for 
you to do your work in the first place. And if you don’t understand something you 
have the ability to go to another website and look it up. (PI, 5/14/10) 
 
 
Shannon also liked the quick access to online information. Shannon discussed how online 
links helped her explore additional information, see videos of some reading assignments, 
and study: 
  
There were links to different sites. You could actually see like Medea, at least 
certain  segments of it. . . . There was also information . . . to learn about the 
author. . . . There was  this online website, like a study guide . . . It has a lot of 
information there. (PI, 5/10/10) 
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Three participants also talked about the ease of online testing. Shannon, the oldest 
participant of the study, discussed how e-learning allowed her to use her textbook while 
taking tests. Having the textbook while she took tests alleviated some of her test anxiety: 
 
It is better to be familiar with the material and still be able to use the resources in 
your book then if you work a full time job and you have to memorize all of this is 
stuff and go to the classroom and take a test. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Angel echoed Shannon’s perceptions and shared how online testing helped lessen test 
anxiety: 
 
I always struggle with test taking and memorization so that will probably be my 
biggest fear, even at just 40. Sometimes I don’t remember what the conversation 
was 30 minutes ago let alone try to study and remember all the stuff I’ve done.      
. . . Well [online] I just don’t panic as much when it’s exam time, when the book 
is right there . . . [T]o use your book, you really can apply what you’ve learned. I 
like being able to have my book there as my  security blanket. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
For Angel, the thought of getting an education without having to memorize information 
for a test was her second draw to online learning: 
 
Flexibility was the first draw. And the second was that even though I had taken 
classes before at __________ [name of a local community college], I wasn’t 
aware of the demands and requirements for studying online. And I thought well, 
you know, it’s just a lot easier to take the test online. It is better to be familiar 
with the material and still be able to use the resources in your book than if you 
work a full time job and you have to memorize all of this is stuff and going to the 
classroom and take a test. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
 Another benefit to access one participant relayed was the access to the professor. 
Jasmin found that the process of contacting the professor is made easier online. Jasmin 
said, “So I got into my classes online, and I can communicate with the teacher by e-
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mail. So you don’t have to try to run her down and fit into her schedule and go when 
they’re in the office” (PI, 5/14/10). 
 For two participants, the ease of access extended to their perception that online 
learning provided easy college credit for courses. Not all the students limited their 
discussion about online learning to world literature. For example, Angel recalled a 
psychology class she wanted to take face-to-face but later enrolled in online: 
 
When I was about take a psychology class face-to-face with the syllabus that he 
handed out, I thought that there was no way that I could do that. And then when I 
went online, the course was up to 80 to 85 percent of what we were expected to 
do face-to-face. The same class. (PI, 5/10/10) 
 
 
Mariah also found online coursework less demanding. She admitted to taking world 
literature due to a lack of interest in the subject matter and for quick credit. She said, “It 
is just stuff that I’m not into it [world literature]. I take it online because it was 
convenient, quick, and I had to and I will . . . I wouldn’t have to go to the school” (PI, 
5/10/10). 
All ten participants reported various advantages to taking online learning. 
Badesha summed up the advantages of online learning quite nicely when she said, “What 
gave me the desire to learn online was the convenience of it. There was more 
convenience than anything” (PI, 5/12/10). 
Disadvantages of Online Learning 
 While all participants discussed ways the online learning was convenient, students 
also reported disadvantages to such learning. Some of the complaints about online 
learning that participants discussed were technical issues with Blackboard, need for 
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tutorials, accessibility issues, disadvantages of independent learning, and the lack of 
quality interaction between classmates.  
 Though five participants described online technology as easy to use, five other 
participants also reported having technical difficulties. India was one of them: 
 
Sometimes the Blackboard doesn’t work one day, and some days it would just 
crash. And you know it’s hard to work and is hard especially if you are taking a 
test or something. (PI, 5/14/10) 
 
 
Amy also recalled problems in online learning in another course. She discussed her 
difficulty with completing essays in her psychology class due to technical issues: 
 
There were too many problems on my last final in my psychology class and we 
were doing essays. So I had to do the same essay about four or five times. . . . If it 
freezes, it’s just very frustrating to have to do the same type essay over and over 
again. It might come out better, but it’s just frustrating. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Amy also reported problems with tests. She added, 
 
 
I’ll take the test and then I’ll just check and see what my grade is. Sometimes the 
test, you can put answers in and go back. And you’ll find that the test had not 
taken your answers, and then you’ll have to ask to contact the teacher and let them 
know and to see whether the test has graded your answers correctly. . . . I have 
and that happen quite a few times. Even when you try to save your answers, you 
can go back and you can look at your scores it will say, ‘No response’ so that I 
have to put another response there. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Sheila talked about being able to retake due to technical difficulties before her brother’s 
funeral. She described the following technical issues:   
 
Last September, I actually lost my brother and the day before I had to go to his 
funeral, my computer froze. So I went to a friend’s house and took it [the test] 
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there. And I try to schedule my time to allow time for something happening that 
way. That would give me enough time to do that. I didn’t want to use my loss as 
an excuse and actually didn’t do as well. I did contact the instructor and she reset 
the test for me and let me take it again. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
In addition to working around technical problems outside of their control, five 
participants also discussed trouble navigating Blackboard. Amy described students’ 
frustrations. She said, “In something like that [online course] with some people, they 
don’t know how to utilize the discussion board or the dropbox too and things of that 
nature.” (PI, 5/12/10). Tenille also said there was there was a need for a tutorial on 
Blackboard. She recalled a course she took face-to-face and the teacher assumed all the 
students knew how to complete and access assignments online. She also remembered her 
first online course. She said,  
 
The teacher just said okay go to blackboard. A lot of students needed to know 
how to do that. And it was because they had not been exposed to it yet. I think is 
very important to make sure that everyone understands the process. When I first 
started taking online classes this summer like the password I thought was the 
same as what I had for e-mail, and I had to get  help desk a few times just until I 
got the hang of it. (PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
Three of the participants were neither aware of the features of Blackboard nor 
how to use them properly. Joshua shared how he did not feel that he knew everything he 
needed to know about Blackboard. He said,  
 
And there was something that I just didn’t know about—like email. I don’t know 
whether I should have the browser like I should have. I checked the assignments 
to do or view my grades and I can check the assignments that are due, things of 
that nature. I did not know it had a chat too or an e-mail, and there were some 
tools that were missing out as well. They were not missing. I just was not familiar 
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with Blackboard. I didn’t know about these things. I probably would’ve been able 
to utilize them. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Shannon recalled not being sure how to take an online test her first time testing online: 
 
 
The first test, I didn’t know what to expect and I think she did say it was going to 
be multiple choice. It was the first-ever I had done in online. I was antsy. ‘What if 
I push the wrong button?’ Some of the test you can see all of the questions. In 
some regions, you could only see them one at a time. (5/10/10) 
 
 
India also relayed some trepidation with using Blackboard. She discussed how trial and 
error and other students helped her learn how to navigate the system. India said, “At first 
it was difficult to understand which tab to press and where to find what information. I 
learned through other students and trial and error” (PI, 5/14/10). 
Because online learning transpires via the Internet, two students discussed how 
access could have been an issue. For Tenille, a busy working mother, her travel to New 
York almost prevented her from submitting assignments in a timely matter. She recalled 
how she always submitted her assignment but was almost not able to during one incident: 
 
I did all the tests and the essay. A couple of them may have been like an hour later 
but a lot of them I did wait until the last minute to submit them. I remember one 
time I was in New York, and I was trying to post to this class and the people I was 
visiting they had a computer and I was able to submit it, but I just barely got it in. 
(PI, 5/11/10) 
 
 
For Joshua, lack of computer ownership caused him to rush through a test. Often working 
from the campus library, Joshua discussed getting confused about library hours one day.  
 
There was one issue when they changed the hours one time, and I had to rush to a 
test. I made my worst grade over. It is because I was rushing, trying to meet the 
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time limit that was required. And so they [the library] changed the hours over the 
weekend. So that was really my fault because I was not knowledgeable about the 
time. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Another disadvantage two students discussed was the greater need to be self motivated 
online. She described the difference between face-to face and online courses as follows: 
 
In an online class you’re looking at more of an honor system and in an online 
class you have to be a lot more motivated. You have to be self-motivated because 
it is easy to procrastinate and to say that you will do this in a little bit. But in a 
classroom, you’re right there in front of the instructor and they can see what 
you’re doing more and see your learning paces more. But in online, you’re going 
to have to do that yourself. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
Sheila also added the demands of being a working adult are not always remembered in 
online class. She continued,  
 
I just want to make it clear and make it to the instructors that we do have working 
families and things like that. And I think from my experience, some instructors 
forget about that. Sometimes it takes away the convenience from having the 
online experience. (PI, 5/13/10) 
 
 
Similarly, India also found that demands were greater for online students. In her opinion, 
online learning is more difficult than face-to-face learning: 
 
I think face-to-face learning, just based on what my friends say is a little less 
disciplined as far as actually like reading the work. You go to class, you just talk 
about it and you can pretty much catch on to what the reading was talking about. 
But in online classroom, you have to read the information or else you look like a 
complete idiot on the assignment. (PI, 5/14/10) 
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Angela echoed Sheila’s and India’ perception about the independent learning which 
comes along with online learning. She found students have be self starters when taking 
classes online. She commented: 
 
But with the online class you have to be more independent. When you’re online, 
you just have different teachers that teach differently. Some are more active, some 
are not. Some of them would just give your assignment and expect it to be there. 
Some will give you the assignments and elaborate on the information. (PI, 
5/12/10) 
 
 
In addition to the need to be a self starter, three other participants discussed how they felt 
online learning was not interactive enough. When Amy compared the online version of 
world literature to the face-to face-version her sister took, she found the face-to-face 
version much more interactive. In fact, Amy wished she would have taken the class face-
to face in order to have greater accessibility to the instructor: 
 
My sister actually took the same class in the classroom, and I think that she might 
have had a better experience. I just think I should’ve taken the class in the 
classroom setting because online you can ask a question and there is a delay in 
getting a response back. If I had the teacher right there, she could have explained 
and given more detailed information [immediately]. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
Though she recognized that interaction with students can vary depending on the course, 
she talked about how students do not have camaraderie like they would in traditional 
classroom environments: 
 
I’ve had a lot of different experiences online interacting with students. It just 
depends. Some people talk a lot. Some people are short and to the point. I think 
sometimes in online learning you just don’t get as close as you do in the class 
from other students. (PI, 5/12/10) 
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Joshua also believed that interaction is greater in classrooms. He talked about how the 
level of participation would have increased face- to-face due to the professor’s presence: 
 
To be honest about this, I think I would’ve gotten more from the subject. I say 
that to say that we would’ve been able to raise our hands and ask questions in 
person. Online nothing is visible and in person and that is the difference. So we’re 
able to get a great response from the professor and we can get people’s thoughts 
and everything in the classroom. (PI, 5/12/10) 
 
 
India also echoed Amy’s and India’ opinion that online classes are less interactive. 
Having taken other online classes besides world literature, India found that some online 
teachers were not as involved as her professor for her class: 
 
My professors, well before my world lit class, I just saw them as the people that 
put the assignment up, never really getting involved. Now, my impressions are 
that there are online instructors who can teach the course like you’re in a face-to-
face class. Other online classes were pretty much like, ‘You all need to read this 
pages and do these pages.’ In the discussions, they wouldn’t post anything about 
the discussion. That was to say, ‘This is what you need to talk about and that was 
it.’ They would give you the assignment and then give us our grade. (PI, 5/14/10) 
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CHAPTER V 
 
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 The purpose of this instrumental case study was to examine how communication 
preferences, learning preferences, and perceptions about online learning affect 
nontraditional African American students in their participation in online world literature 
courses at an HBCU in the southeastern United States. The research questions used in 
this study were as follows:  
1. How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU perceive online learning? 
2.  How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU perceive face-to-face learning? 
3.  How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU describe their communication preferences? 
4.  How do nontraditional African American students attending a southeastern 
HBCU describe their learning preferences? 
5.  How easily do nontraditional African American students navigate around the 
Blackboard platform? 
6. How do nontraditional African American students perceive online content like 
quizzes, tests, discussion boards, and assignments? 
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7.  How do communication and learning preferences and perceptions about 
online learning affect nontraditional African American students’ participation 
in online literature courses at this southeastern HBCU? 
In this final section of the dissertation, I will discuss how the literature review and the 
research findings relate by answering the eight research questions in the study. In 
addition, I will also share implications and suggestions for further research.  
Research Question 1: How do nontraditional African American students attending a 
southeastern HBCU perceive online learning? 
 While the participants had many opinions about online learning, their perceptions 
about this learning format can be captured best through the advantages and disadvantages 
they experienced. All of the participants revealed how online learning was advantageous 
to them. Because eight out of the 10 were working mothers, all eight discussed 
advantages which surrounded the ability to save time and have flexibility while managing 
the numerous responsibilities of family, work, and community involvement. Four other 
participants, who also included the only male in the study, spoke about how online 
learning allowed them to complete school work based on their schedules. Two 
commented about how online learning allowed them to take more courses. 
Another benefit to online learning participants discussed was its ability to help 
with record keeping. Two participants discussed how records helped them to scaffold 
knowledge in and outside of courses. In addition, four other participants spoke about how 
they found accessing classroom materials and assignments easy. They enjoyed the ability 
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to have class at their fingertips. For example, India admitted that online classes help her 
learn “because it’s right there” (PI, 5/14/10). 
In addition, seven of the participants discussed how online learning was less 
demanding than face-to-face classes for a variety of reasons. For one participant, taking 
courses online helped to eliminate additional stress in her life because she did not have to 
drive to campus, find parking, and make it to class at a set time. Another participant 
found contacting the professor through the platform’s email device easier than meeting 
her in an office on campus. Still another student mentioned the ease of interacting with 
classmates. Three of the participants found that the ability to use one’s textbook while 
testing made taking tests easier online. Two other participants spoke about how getting 
course credit was quicker and easier than face-to-face courses because the amount of 
assignments was often reduced. In other words, there were fewer assignments in this 
online course than there would have been in one that was face-to-face. 
Many of the advantages that the participants discussed also appeared in the 
literature. Puzziferro and Shelton (2008) noted that a major cause of the growth of online 
learning was the students’ ability to get 24-hour access to classes, work around adult 
responsibilities, gain easy access to course materials, and interact with students. Though 
the research also discussed students’ ability to communicate with other students from 
various locations and eliminate the boundaries if one should have physical limitations, 
the participants in this study did not comment on these advantages (Puzziferro & Shelton, 
2008; Crow, 2008). In addition, the literature I surveyed did not reveal advantages of 
online learning for students who may have test anxiety nor does it support the notion that 
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online courses are less demanding. In contrast to participants’ opinions of online learning 
as less demanding, research states how one must be self- motivated and an independent 
learner to excel in online courses (Vanderpool, 2009). Furthermore, Chen (2001) also 
discussed how students must be autonomous in highly structured online courses. 
Moreover, interdependence is a form of autonomy in Chen’s theory. 
Just as all of the participants commented about the advantages of online learning, 
they also voiced the disadvantages of such learning as well. All of them addressed issues 
with technology. For five of the participants, Blackboard sometimes failed to function. At 
times, Blackboard would freeze during testing or failed to record answers. Five 
participants also noted their inexperience with using the technology and how they needed 
tutorials about its use. Two of the students recounted access issues related to physical 
mobility and personal access to a computer outside of the university. 
Additionally, six participants also discussed how they felt learning online was 
more difficult than in face-to -face classes. Three discussed how learners are more 
independent online and therefore needed to be self motivated. Three other participants 
also discussed how learning was not as interactive as the classroom. Specifically, one of 
the three spoke to how there was not a sense of camaraderie online like there is in 
traditional classroom environments. According to Angela, “you have to be more 
independent” (PI, 5/12/10). A few commented on  how there was a lack of instructor 
presence online and others also discussed a desire for more precise instructions and more 
expedient feedback  by the instructor on assignments and questions made by the students. 
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The disadvantages participants’ stated of online learning concurred with the 
literature. Participants’ comments about the self discipline required in online learning, 
difficulties with use of online learning platforms, and the alienation they felt in working 
with instructors and other students resonated with the literature (Vanderpool, 2009). In 
addition, students’ perceptions of the lack of positive communication online concurred 
with Chen’s (2001a) findings about perceived distances and Moore’s (1996) Theory of 
Transactional Distance. In the theory, Moore stated how students often will perceive that 
there is a great distance in courses where they lack positive communication with each 
other. As an extension, Chen (2001a) discussed how distance in dialogue can occur based 
online discussions, via email, and face-to-face. Participants indicated a void in 
communication in all three of Chen’s dimensions of positive dialogue. In other words, 
participants said that they wanted more discussion with peers and the professor both in-
class and out-of-class, though this did not occur in the online world literature course. 
Essentially, they want to “hit [them] up.” 
In addition, Chen’s (2001a) research about Leaner Interface Transactional 
Distance also concurred with the participant voices. Chen (2001a) cited how learners’ 
perceptions of user-friendliness of operation systems and ease of ability to navigate 
around course platforms minimized perceived distance. Because most of the participants 
experienced difficulties using Blackboard, there were feelings of disconnection and 
isolation in the online world literature course.  
Research Question 2: How do nontraditional African American students attending a 
southeastern HBCU perceive face-to-face learning? 
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For eight of the ten participants, face-to-face instruction remained the model for 
which great classes are based. Three out of eight saw traditional classes as the model for 
teaching and learning had originally wanted to take world literature courses face-to-face 
because of the level of interaction and sense of camaraderie with classmates. Two other 
participants wanted discussion boards to mimic face-to-face instruction. Some 
participants felt that their learning and experiences would have been better if they had 
taken world literature face-to face. Still another shared that when she really wanted to 
learn a subject she would take the class face-to-face in order to ask the instructor 
questions and get immediate feedback.  
 Eight out of 10 participants said that the positive aspects of face-to-face learning 
included a higher level of interaction by students and teachers. According to these 
participants, high levels of interaction by students helped to create camaraderie among 
them. In addition, a high level of interaction by the instructor helped to increase more 
responses by students and heightened teacher immediacy. According to research 
literature, high levels of interaction by teachers and students are preferred by African 
American students (Holtgraves, Duline, & Kochman, 1994; Neuliep, 2002, as cited in 
Rovai et al., 2005). Face-to-face instructions allow African American students to use call 
and response, which is a preferred African American speech pattern. Furthermore, 
Boykin (1986) added how students are accustomed to the highly rhetorical speech 
patterns of faculty at HBCUs. Nonverbal cues like smiles, gestures, and movement are 
also a part of the culture in HBCU classrooms (Boykin, 1986). Walker (2003) found 
forms of dynamic speech like rappin’, stylin’, signifyin’, and call and response as 
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important to African American communication as well. In addition, Duncan and Barber-
Freeman’s (2008) research supported the positive effects of collaborative learning on 
African American college students. Carson (2009) echoed these findings when he shared 
how African American students excel in higher education when they are allowed to work 
as a collective. Chen (2001a) also supported the importance of out-of-class 
communication as an important dimension that could minimize perceived distance in 
online courses. 
In contrast, some participants also discussed the disadvantages of face-to-face 
instruction. Two participants spoke about the need to memorize information for testing in 
face-to face classes. Another participant found the lecture approach used in face-to face 
classes to be boring. Yet, another student talked about how face-to-face courses often 
require more group projects, which she did not like (Jasmin). Dominance by a few in 
classroom discussion was also noted as a disadvantage to face-to-face classes.  
These findings corroborated what the findings noted before. Contrary to 
participants’ views, online learning is often viewed as more difficult in comparison to 
face-to-face instruction (Vanderpool, 2009). However, the research literature supported 
one participant’s view that lectures would be considered disengaging by African-
American students. According to the literature, African Americans tend to prefer teacher 
immediacy and prefer close contact with instructors who move about the classroom, 
show eye contact and engage the student in call and response (Boykin, 1983). 
Accessibility, one of Chen’s (2001a) four dimensions to minimizing teacher learner 
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transactional distance, and immediacy are key factors which can are found to minimize 
perceive transactional distance (Chen, 2001a).  
Research Question 3: How do nontraditional African American students attending a 
southeastern HBCU describe their communication preferences? 
Participants in the study talked about various preferences when communicating 
with classmates and the professor. Overall, their preference for communicating with 
classmates included lively two-way communication. While six out of 10 participants 
preferred face-to-face communication with classmates, three of the six said they would 
communicate via telephone if face-to-face interaction were not possible. Two more 
preferred telephone communication with classmates; and two others preferred text-based 
communication with other students. Those who preferred to communicate with 
classmates face-to-face mentioned their ability to talk openly and get an immediate 
response. Others who preferred face-to-face communication noted their ability to pick up 
on nonverbal communication cues. One participant, in particular, who wanted to talk to 
students in person indicated a desire to bond beyond classroom topics; however, a lack of 
knowledge about communication tools online was cited as a difficulty in making this 
interchange happen.  
 While some participants preferred face-to-face communication, they also wanted 
to use the telephone. Text messages were used by some of the students though a few of 
them preferred talking directly to classmates instead of texting them. Connecting with 
students through face-to-face communication included the desire to speak with each other 
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during class breaks. This kind of person-to-person interaction was preferred even over the 
use of Elluminate because only the teacher could talk.  
 It is important to note here the differences in communication preferences of 
participants who are members of different generations. For example, on one hand, one 
Generation Y member-participant, preferred text messaging. This preference is 
characteristic of the descriptions of Generation Y members (Prensky, 2001). Perhaps, this 
participant felt that texting is a quicker and less intrusive form of communication. 
However, two other Generation Y member-participants did not prefer texting but wanted 
to communicate face-to-face. On the other hand, a member-participant of Generation X 
preferred to communicate via email of its flexibility in her communication with others 
and allowed her to communicate around her schedule. Other members of Generation X 
wanted face-to-face or telephone communication. Therefore, one cannot generalize that 
members of certain generations have the same needs or preferences (Hargittai, 2010; 
Kennedy et al., 2008). 
The participants’ communication preferences concurred with the literature. Most 
said they preferred verbal forms of communication. This need for speech is documented 
in the literature which found that compared to other cultural styles of speech, African 
American speech is emotionally intense, expressive, dynamic, and demonstrative in 
comparison to Europeans’ (Holtgraves & Dulin, 1994; Kochman & Neuliep, 2002, as 
cited in Rovai et al., 2005; Walters, 2003). Many of the participants noted that they 
wanted speech in order to have interactive experiences. Interestingly, six out of ten 
participants said that they wanted to communicate in person in order to have an 
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interactive experience, form communities, and pick up on nonverbal cues. The desire for 
face-to-face communication supported the literature’s discussion about the African 
American call and response speech patterns which is only applicable in live settings 
(Daniel & Smitherman, 1989; Foster, 2002; Walter 2003). Call and response allows the 
communicators to encourage dialogue and assures that the listener is indeed listening. In 
addition, call and response also allows for bonding among students allowing them to 
share their unique voice while connecting to the group (Kochman, 1983, as cited in 
Boone, 2003; Walter, 2003). The importance of being heard and feelings of belonging are 
key factors in culturally relevant andragogy (Imel, 2001). Imel (2001) reported the 
benefits of allowing adult ethnic-minority students to share their life experiences and 
form relationships with peers.  
 When it comes to communicating with the professor, communication preferences 
depended on who initiated the conversation and the environment of the communication. 
When students initiated the conversation, four out of 10 preferred to do so by telephone; 
three out of 10 preferred to do so face-to face; two out of 10 preferred text-based 
communications, and one was indifferent. When the professor initiated the conversation, 
six out of 10 preferred the professor to do so via email, three out of 10 preferred face-to-
face, and one out of 10 preferred phone. However, when in the actual online course, eight 
out of participants expected a high level of communication from the instructor. These 
participants explained how the professor’s interaction in the course was important to 
increasing students’ participation, improving students’ interest in the subject matter, 
recreating traditional classroom learning environments, fostering enjoyment in learning, 
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expressing care and concern about her students, and communicating clear expectations so 
that students can meet the professor’s expectations. 
Overall, when students initiated the conversation with the professor, seven out of 
10 preferred to do so orally; while two were in writing, and one was indifferent. 
However, when professors wanted to initiate the conversation, six participants preferred 
text-based communication, and four preferred verbal communication. This double 
standard of sorts is not explained in the literature I reviewed. Nonetheless, a possible 
explanation of the students’  preference for a verbal initiation of conversation could 
include the students’ desire for quick feedback to questions and concerns which may go 
undetected if done via text. Professors’ slow responses to students’ questions are a 
disadvantage to online learning (Vanderpool, 2009).  
The participants’ desire for the professor to contact students via email is more 
complex to explain. Since participants’ perceptions were that text-based communication 
was not as interactive as verbal communication, there may be an attempt to keep the 
teacher at a distance. This may be more comfortable to students who view the teacher as 
an authority figure. Furthermore, participants may also view written communication as 
more official, thus allowing them a record of information, which the literature reveals is 
important to students (Puzziferro & Shelton, 2008). 
Nontraditional African American participants’ desire for a high level of 
communication with the professor within the online course is not as puzzling as their 
preference for written communication from the professor. Research literature documented 
the need for a high level of communication among the professor and African American 
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students (Boykin, 1983). In classroom settings, African Americans need teacher 
immediacy, signs that the teacher shows attentiveness, liking, closeness and engagement; 
they also need nonverbal immediacy like smiles, eye contact, and movement around the 
classroom (Boykin, 1983, as cited in Rovai et al., 2005). Most HBCU professors’ 
teaching styles include dominating the classroom with challenging, yet nurturing, highly 
rhetorical communication and using analogies to create realistic situations (Boykin, 
1986). In online settings, the signs that the teacher is showing attentiveness like eye 
contact and movement are not yet possible, though smiles are through emoticons or 
special textual symbols which connote emotions like :->, which denotes a happy face,  or 
:-<, which indicates a sad face.  
Because online learning is fairly new, there is no literature that I was able to find 
which explored the role of written discussion by professors as it relates to communication 
preferences of African Americans. Boone (2003) noted how highly effective African 
American educators like Marva Collins use call and response in their classrooms. Many 
of the participants spoke about their preferences for the professor’s highly interactive 
communication as it related to traditional classroom settings. Nonetheless, Sheila (PI, 
5/13/10) and Angel (PI, 5/10/10) both said that a higher level of participation from the 
professor on discussion threads and commenting on students’ responses gave them the 
impression that they were in a classroom setting. Chen (2001a) also echoed students’ 
voices as he found that distances are often minimized between the teacher and the learner 
when overall communication is perceived as positive and teachers are accessible.  
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Five participants also expressed their preference for a highly detailed syllabus, 
clearly articulated assignments, and quick feedback on assignments. Participants 
indicated that detailed syllabi, course assignments, and expedient feedback on 
assignments helped them to meet the teacher’s expectations. After all, African Americans 
tend to flourish in learning environments which have defined goals and subsequent 
reinforcement (Ibarra, 2001). In addition, the participants’ desire for a high level of 
structure in the course may be an attempt for them to reduce the amount of contact that 
they have with the teacher. According to Moore’s Theory of Transactional Distance 
(1996), the more structured the class, the more distance there lies between the teacher and 
students. Thus, if the syllabus is highly detailed and course assignments are clearly 
explained, the students would have no need to communicate with the teacher to ask 
questions. This, in turn, could help students avoid slow responses from instructors about 
questions and submitted assignments which are a major disadvantage of online learning 
that many participants discussed. Unlike Moore (1996), Chen (2001a) found no 
significant difference in perceived distance when courses are rigidly structured. In other 
words, just because the participants wanted rigid structure in the online world literature 
course, it may not indicate a preference to create distance between the learner and the 
professor. In fact, this desire may indicate that African American participants want to 
learn autonomously, something about which Chen (2001a) would concur. In fact, Chen 
(2001a) believed that students are autonomous learners even if they elect to collaborate 
with others on assignments.  
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Research Question 4: How do nontraditional African American students attending a 
southeastern HBCU describe their learning preferences? 
Shorter reading assignments was a learning preference they specifically stated. 
Six out of 10 participants expressed their concerns about comprehending and completing 
lengthy reading assignments. These participants discussed how assigned reading was 
overwhelming and made it difficult to complete assignments. In order to process 
information, participants had to determine ways to reduce the content in order to 
participate in the class. To do so, they had to rely on PowerPoint slides, study guides, and 
“cheat sheets” provided by the instructor. These shortened versions of the readings 
helped students to focus on what the instructor felt were key concepts in the reading. The 
literature also supports African American participants’ dependency on the professor to 
supply students with specific notes about what should be learned. The literature revealed 
how African Americans prefer the professor to disseminate knowledge (White, 1992). 
While this could be spoken knowledge, it could also be referred to as written knowledge, 
too.  
Furthermore, the literature substantiated the participants’ perceptions about text-
based information. While text-based information may be a preference for some White 
learners, the literature corroborated how reading in print may not be the preferred mode 
of learning for some African Americans. In fact, Warschauer (2003) discussed how many 
cultures around the world do not learn as well from print, but rather storytelling, song, 
chanting, and dance (Warschauer, 2003). Specifically, African American culture is 
embedded in the oral tradition (Cismas, 2010). Boone (2003) discussed how famous 
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educators like Marva Collins used call and response to produce high performing African 
American students. With recognition of this knowledge, the literature also recognized 
how placing heavy emphasis on writing and reading in a  course may unjustly put some 
cultures that have other preferred modes of learning at a disadvantage in online courses 
(Warschauer, 2003). 
Moreover, participants said that they had multiple and overlapping modes of 
learning. Preferences ranged from visual, auditory, tactile, constructivist, and social but 
excluded reading and writing. Six out of 10 participants discussed how they also 
preferred to learn in groups. Participants who preferred working in groups talked about 
how groups enhanced social connections to other students, augmented learning, helped to 
reduce individual workloads, and encouraged knowledge about others. The participants’ 
preference for learning in groups corroborated the literature as it indicated African 
Americans’ preference for collaborative learning. Learning collectively is also found to 
be beneficial to African American college students (Carson, 2003; Imel, 2001; Duncan & 
Barber-Freeman, 2008). According to research literature, African Americans are field 
dependent learners who prefer to learn in groups (Shealey et al., 2005; White, 1992). 
According to Chen (2001a), their preferences for teamwork are reflective of the nature of 
the global economy and also form of learner autonomy. Only three out of 10 participants 
indicated a preference for constructing their own knowledge. No doubt, African 
Americans do construct their own knowledge. In fact, African American students are 
constructing their own knowledge constantly. Many of the participants’ favorite 
assignment in the course was constructing a fairy tale, which is a constructivist activity. 
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Though the construction involved in the activity was implicit, they may not have had the 
language to reference constructivism as a learning preference. In addition, though 
research indicated that African Americans prefer to learn through “real life situations” as 
opposed to abstract information (White, 1992), only one out of 10 participants mentioned 
a desire for situated learning. The importance situated learning or learning based on real 
life situations is noted a key factor is educating adult learners (Knowles et al., 1998). 
Research Question 5: How easily do nontraditional African American students navigate 
around the Blackboard platform? 
 While five out of 10 participants found Blackboard easy to navigate, five also 
discussed how navigating around Blackboard required tutorials. Participants who found 
Blackboard’s navigation easy discussed how Blackboard it was an excellent tool to have 
for class in general. Three other participants noted how blackboard made accessing 
assignments easy. Those who had trouble with Blackboard state the following reasons for 
their difficulty: (a) did not know how to enter into the platform; (b) did not know which 
buttons to push for tests; (c) were not aware of all of Blackboard’s tools; (d) did not know 
where to find information; and (e) did not have consistent locations for assignments from 
one online course to another and often found Blackboard to crash and freeze during 
testing. These findings supported the literature which found that students who are not 
familiar with technology may experience problems navigating online courses 
(Vanderpool, 2009). Chen (2001a) also indicated how the user-friendliness and one’s 
ability to access and submit assignment online were important dimensions in eliminating 
perceived distance in online learning. 
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Research Question 6: How do nontraditional African American students perceive online 
content like quizzes, tests, discussion boards, and assignments? 
 Students had various perceptions of the online quizzes, tests, discussion boards, 
and assignments. Though there were no online quizzes, there were two online tests. 
Furthermore, participants had a choice of taking their final exam online or on-campus. 
Three of the participants mentioned their appreciation for online multiple choice exams. 
These participants discussed how online tests helped them avoid stress and memorization 
as they were able to use their textbooks during testing. One test required students to 
create a fairytale and post it on the discussion board for other classmates to read. Eight of 
10 participants enjoyed this assignment because it allowed them to use their creativity 
and allowed them to see what other classmates created. The two participants who did not 
enjoy the assignments did not consider themselves to be creative students. One of the two 
was taken aback because the details of the assignments were not fully detailed on the 
syllabus.  
 Participants also had various perceptions of the discussion board. While four 
participants completed all discussions, six missed participating in at least one discussion 
thread. Regardless if they fully participated in all of the discussion threads or not, eight 
out of 10 participants thought that the discussion board was in need of improvement. 
Three of them wanted better quality discussions. They felt that being grouped with 
similar students in their same maturity level could have contributed to more profound 
discussions and ones with minimal grammatical errors and more thought. Four of the 
participants who posted minimally said that they wished that the instructor were more 
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involved in the discussion. Another participant said that discussion boards were mainly 
busy work that contributed little if any to her learning. In addition, most participants 
viewed the discussion boards as additional reading. When responding to students, they 
often indicated their ways of avoiding reading many of the other students’ responses. 
Their selection process for responding to participants consisted of replying to the person 
who was at the top of the thread, finding participants who did not have any responses, 
looking for students with minimum content, and completing only the bare minimum of 
what was assigned by the instructor. Two students even indicated that they would not like 
to participate in the discussion thread at all. 
 The lack of appeal of the discussion board for African American students was 
noted by Rovai et al. (2005). In their study, Whites posted twice as many discussion 
boards as African American students. Similarly, Tynes, Giang, and Thompson (2008) 
also found how ethnic minorities did not discuss as much in online  and offline 
discussions like their European American classes. The African American students in that 
study mentioned their sense of being overwhelmed with written words in the discussion 
board and their desire for auditory communication or visual images. This could very well 
be the case for participants in my study; several of the participants discussed their 
aversion to large amounts of written text. The other assignments included for the class 
consisted of two essays. Eight out of 10 participants mentioned a need for more examples 
of finished products and instructions from the instructor. They also desired more 
expedient feedback on assignments in order to make improvements in future writings. 
Vanderpool (2009) states similar finding. Chen (2001a) also noted how perceived 
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distance can occur if positive communication between the teacher and learner do not 
occur. He found that if students do not understand the concepts presented by the 
instructor that distance can occur. 
Research Question 7: How do communication and learning preferences and perceptions 
about online learning affect nontraditional African American students’ participation in 
online literature courses at this southeastern HBCU based on their ages, socioeconomic 
status, and geographical background? 
The participants represented four different generational categories: Older Boomer, 
Younger Boomer, Generation X and Generation Y. Five of the participants are members 
of Generation X, which means they were born between 1965 and 1976. Members of 
Generation X discussed their need for high levels of participation from both students and 
the professor. Their preferences for modes of communication varied. In general, most of 
them preferred some form of oral communication with classmates. Two preferred 
telephone conversations and two of them preferred face- to-face conversations. Only one 
member of Generation X preferred email when it came to communication with other 
students. In addition, members of Generation X also preferred that professors contact 
them by email. Only one member of Generation X indicated a preference for face-to-face 
communication from the professor. When it comes to initiating the communication to the 
professor, most members of Generation X preferred to do so verbally. While two of the 
members preferred face-to-face, two of them preferred telephone contact with the 
professor. Only one member of Generation desired to initiate conversation with the 
professor via email. 
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The next largest generation in the study was Generation Y, those born between 
1977 and 1990. The participants from Generation Y also said that they wanted a large 
amount of interaction from students and the teacher. Interestingly, their preferred mode of 
communication between students varied and did not indicate a pattern. While one 
member of Generation Y preferred to meet with students face-to-face, another wanted to 
talk by phone, and still another preferred to use text messaging. However, their preferred 
way to receive communication from the professor was via email as all of the members 
had this preference. In addition, all of the members of Generation Y preferred verbal 
contact with the professor. While two preferred facet-to-face interaction when initiating 
communication, one of them preferred to contact the instructor by telephone.  
There was only one Older Boomer, born between 1946 and 1954, who 
participated in the study. All of her means of communicating to students and professors 
involved oral communication. While she preferred to communicate with students face-to-
face, she also preferred to initiate and receive communication from the professor by 
phone. Likewise, there was only one Young Boomer, born between 1955 and 1964, in the 
study. She preferred to communicate with students face-to-face; however, she preferred 
email communication with the instructor regardless of who initiated the conversation.  
In terms of socioeconomic status and gender, nine of the participants hailed from 
middle class backgrounds as indicated by self report. In addition, nine of the participants 
were also female. Because of the homogeneity of the participants’ class and gender, no 
pattern emerged which emerged concerning communication preferences in this group. 
Only one participant in the study was male. In addition, he was the only participant who 
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indicated financial hardship. He mentioned growing up economically challenged and at 
the time of the study, he did not own a computer or a laptop. The mode of 
communication this participant preferred was face-to-face in conversations with 
classmates and to the professor, but he used email when engaged in conversations from 
and with the professor. 
The majority of the participants indicated a desire to learn in smaller groups. 
Often overwhelmed by the amount and complexity of the reading, these participants 
indicated a need for study guides provided by the instructor and a preference for working 
in groups to aid with their learning of the subject matter. In addition, participants 
indicated various modes of learning. None of the participants had a single mode of 
learning; rather, all of them had preferences which combined any combination of visual, 
auditory, multimedia, social, and constructivist means. For members of Generation X, 
three out of five members indicated a preference for the use of multimedia to enhance 
learning. Members of Generation X also indicated various modalities of learning. Four 
out of five members indicated a need to learn in social settings. While two out of five 
preferred to learn in groups, two others preferred to learn from their classmates. Two 
considered themselves auditory learners, while one expressed a need to learn visually. 
Only one other member of Generation X considered herself to be a social learner. 
The trends with Generation Y are somewhat different than Generation X. All 
three participants in generation Y said that they preferred to learn in groups. Two out of 
three said that they preferred to construct their own knowledge. In addition two out of 
three members of Generation Y considered themselves to be visual learners. Only one 
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considered herself to need auditory or multimedia modes for learning. While the Older 
Boomer considered herself to be a constructivist learner who indicated a preference for 
learning in groups, learning from others, and the desire for auditory and visual stimuli, 
the Younger Boomer indicated a preference for auditory and multimedia when learning. 
Because there was diversity in learning preferences and the majority of 
participants were women, there was no single trend in learning that emerged. The one 
male participant who also indicated economic struggles said that he preferred working in 
groups along with visual, auditory, and constructivist modes of learning. 
The literature that I reviewed supported African American’s preferences for 
learning in groups (Boykin, 1983; Carson, 2009; Duncan & Barber-Freeman, 2008). In 
addition, literature also revealed how African American’s may have a preference for 
audio-and visual material to aid in their learning (Rovai et al., 2005). Oddly, the literature 
that I reviewed does not take into account the diversity of learning preferences among 
members of the African American community nor does the literature that I reviewed 
suggest that members of the African American community may have more than one 
preference for learning as participants in this study indicated. 
Perceptions about online learning varied from one generation to the next. Two out 
of five members of Generation X wanted to initially take their course face-to-face but 
ended up taking it online due to traditional class availability and the stresses of balancing 
work with taking courses face-to-face. All five of the participants in Generation X 
indicated that they wanted more interaction by online instructors and four of them wanted 
more interaction with other students. In addition, these members of Generation X had 
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problems with Blackboard navigation and technical problems with tests freezing. All of 
the participants from this generation found online learning a convenient way to get credit 
for courses. However, their preferences for two-way auditory communication and the 
diversity of their learning preferences often went unmet in online learning courses. As a 
result, online courses are a means to an end, though their standards of best learning and 
teaching are often based on traditional classroom teaching practices. 
Unlike Generation X, Generation Y’s perception of online learning varied. Out of 
the three members of Generation Y, two of them purposefully enrolled in online learning. 
One of the members of Generation Y was part of a blended course in an Honors program. 
She was unaware of the online portion of the course until she attended her first class. 
Unlike the other two members of Generation Y, she found the interaction among the 
teachers and the professor highly interactive. Her perception of the online learning 
experience was different because her class members were already part of a learning 
community who travelled together, cohabited in the same dormitory, and took other 
general education courses together. While two of the members of Generation Y reported 
technical issues in the online course, one member did not. Of the three participants in 
Generation Y, only the participant taking the blended course seems to enjoy her online 
learning experience. Interestingly, African American students are documented to perform 
better and enjoy blended/hybrid courses more than fully online courses (Cooper, 2008). 
Another Generation Y member admitted to taking online courses as a means for quick 
credit; similarly the other participant took courses online to juggle a heavier coursework 
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schedule. Like the members of Generation X, members of Generation Y expressed how 
real learning and teaching take place in traditional classrooms.  
Of the older members in the class, the Younger Boomer took online courses 
intentionally; however, the Older Boomer wanted to take her world literature class face-
to-face. Both members expressed their appreciation for the flexibility of learning online. 
While the Younger Boomer reported no problems with Blackboard, the Older Boomer 
had difficulties navigating Blackboard initially. The Older Boomer also reported her 
surprise in the level of interaction that took place in online courses and was satisfied with 
it. In contrast, the Younger Boomer thought that the level of interaction among students 
and professor could increase. Like Generation X and Y, their preferences for live two-
way communication were not met online, nor was the Older Boomer’s desire for group 
work. However, the lack of group projects was an attractive part of online learning for the 
Younger Boomer. 
Though Prensky (2001) categorizes students’ experiences and preferences about 
technology based upon their generation, Hargittai (2010) and  Kennedy et al. (2008) 
suggest that one cannot make assumptions about students’ experiences or preferences in 
learning with technology based on their age alone, just as  participants  in this study 
represent various generations and technological experiences and preferences revealed and 
a plethora of skills and technology preferences. In fact, students’ preferences and abilities 
concerning online learning may be more so connected to socioeconomic background, 
parental education, gender, race, and types of technology usage just as the participants in 
this study discussed (Hargittai, 2010; Kennedy et al., 2008). 
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In conclusion, eight participants juggled career, family and education. As a result 
of their many responsibilities, they had a desire to get things done. Taking online courses 
presented them the ability to get credit for courses without the hassles of meeting for 
class at a specific time or place. Though many of their preferred communication and 
learning preferences required high levels of personal interaction which normally 
transpired in face-to-face classes, participants took online courses solely for the 
convenience and flexibility.  
Implications 
Implications of this study may be divided into three categories: administrative 
practices, classroom practices and future research. The discussion about these three 
categories follows: 
Implications for Administrative Practices 
Many of the participants reported a lack of use of computers in their youth; 
therefore, for them to optimally use many of the features in Blackboard was problematic. 
Some students were not aware of all of the features of Blackboard; and some students 
were not aware of the “consequences” of pushing certain buttons. Administrators must be 
willing to include a “how to” session as an orientation to all students. In addition, 
administrators may also consider adding tutorials in all online courses which would allow 
students to be privy to self-service knowledge about navigating the course. 
Several participants discussed how Blackboard tests would often freeze and 
sometimes would not save submitted answers. These difficulties could be caused by 
students’ lack of savvy about online testing which could be minimized with tutorials. In 
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addition, these difficulties may be a result of low bandwidths that are only capable of 
servicing a certain number of students at one time; if this is the cause of testing 
difficulties, administrators should ensure proper amounts of bandwidth and other 
technologies in order to service online learners. 
Participants discussed their perceptions of the lack of interaction among students 
and the professor. There were over 55 students in a single section of the online world 
literature course in this study (OC, 6/06/10) to which nine of the students were enrolled; 
however, there were 14 students in the blended Honors world literature course, (OC, 
06/06/10). Nevertheless, there was also only one professor, and she did not have the aid 
of any assistants for either sections. The course with 55 participants was nearly three 
times as many students as would be placed in a non-lecture course on campus. Due to the 
novelty of online learning for both the professor and students and the additional questions 
that may arise from novice users, it is highly recommended that online course size have a 
limitation just as face-to-face courses do. Limitations in the number of enrolled students 
may allow professors time to entertain students’ questions promptly and maximize 
discussion among professors and students. This limitation of student enrollment could, in 
turn, enhance and maximize the online-learning experience. 
Participants often wanted verbal-two way communication among students and the 
professor. Some students expressed a desire to work with classmates in groups and 
actually see or lay their eyes on professors and students to pickup nonverbal cues. 
Though the ability to accommodate this preference in an online learning environment 
may not have existed as little as three years ago, it is quite available today. In my 
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observation of the online course, I noticed verbal email and discussion board features as 
well as multimedia applications like Elluminate which could have honored this 
preference for students; however, most of the features were listed as disabled by 
administrators. Because the literature supports how African-American students tend to 
prefer call and response speech patterns, it is imperative that administrators enable these 
features and educate professors on its use so that African American students, in 
particular, who prefer and learn by audio-visual stimuli may optimize their online 
learning experience. 
Finally, administrators need to stay abreast of new technologies and also educate 
the faculty on their uses. While audiovisual-based tools were available in the class, most 
of them were disabled from teacher use. If teachers were aware and trained on these 
tools, they would be in a better position to make use of them in their classes. 
Implications for Classroom Practices 
Because research reveals that African American students prefer speech over 
written text, professors should try to use as many online tools which allow for speech as 
possible. Professors could take advantage of voice-enabled email, voice-enabled 
discussion boards, podcasts, audibly enhanced PowerPoint, and video blogs. Using 
voiced enhanced tools in the course could maximize learning in the course. 
Participants also noted a need to learn from peers either individually or in groups. 
This desire for social learning practices was also indicated in the literature as African 
American students tend to learn best in groups. Professors of African American students 
are therefore encouraged to have students engage in assignments which would allow 
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students to work collaboratively. It is important to note that while many of the 
participants discussed their desire to work together, they disliked having one’s grade 
depend on group efforts. In other words, students like the option of figuring out work as a 
group without it having to be a group project per se. Professors who teach online courses 
may accomplish this by forming learning groups, enabling group discussions, and making 
use of asynchronous online chats. 
Many participants also discussed a need for immediate feedback and quick 
responses to questions. This, too, was noted in the literature as slow responses by 
instructors were referenced as a disadvantage to online learning. Professors of online 
courses must recognize that due to the lack of human contact in online courses, quick 
responses to questions and assignments are vital to students’ success. Professors should 
answer questions from students within a reasonable time frame as indicated on their 
syllabus and also return assignments within a reasonable time period so that students may 
apply feedback to upcoming assignments. In addition, professors may find that forming a 
virtual question thread, which would allow students to post questions and receive answers 
visible to all, may help address general concerns and issues more quickly. In addition, an 
asynchronous or synchronous chat may also help students receive more timely responses 
to questions. 
Though the discussion thread is often the only means of “having class” in many 
online courses, many participants’ interviews and my observations of the course indicated 
that they did not take discussions seriously. First of all, most participants failed to 
participate in all of the discussions. Furthermore, many participants admitted to 
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purposefully posting minimally and found ways to avoid reading other students’ 
responses. One participant also described discussion threads as busy work where learning 
did not take place at all. Often discussion threads are conducted via text; however, the 
research literature and the study’s participants acknowledged that African Americans 
communication preference is often based on auditory ability. Furthermore, both the 
research literature and the study’s participants noted how African Americans have a 
preference for professors to disseminate knowledge. Many participants said that they 
would like for professors to summarize key information needed to be learned in 
discussions. They also discussed their preference for study guides. As such, professors 
may wish to consider articulating learning objectives in each discussion thread. They may 
also wish to think of other creative ways to “have class” online other than typical 
discussion threads. 
Last but not least, professors should continue to create very detailed syllabi and 
delineate clear expectations of assignments. Nontraditional online learners need this 
detailed, definitive document to plan and manage the multitude of demands on their lives. 
In addition, it also helps students to meet the expectations of the professor where their 
assignments are concerned. 
Implications for Further Research 
Based on the analysis and conclusions of this instrumental case study, 
implications arise for future research study. Because it is not clear whether the findings in 
this study related solely to the 10 African American participants in the study or related to 
other nontraditional online participants from other minority groups, I recommend future 
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studies of other ethnic minorities such as Latinos, Asians, and American Indians. Perhaps 
preferences articulated in this study may apply to other online learners from other ethnic 
minority groups.  
Only one participant in the study was a male. Therefore, many of the perceptions 
about learning, communicating, and online learning were articulated from an African 
American female point of view. It would be interesting to hear the voices of more 
African-American males who participate in online learning courses. Information from 
this study, as well as future studies that highlight on gender may help to broaden the 
knowledge about African American male achievement. 
It would also be helpful to have a comparable study of an online course at a 
HBCU where learning and assignments were completed based on audio-visual modes 
instead of textual modes. Additionally, it would be interesting to see if this mode of 
teaching and learning would supply them with the kind of interaction and call and 
response speech patterns the participants mentioned as a preference. Such a study could 
help to provide a clearer focus on best online teaching practices at HBCUs. 
In addition, because the study focused on one HBCU in the southeastern part of 
the United States, one cannot be sure whether the findings of the study relate to all 
HBCUS. As a result, future studies concerning learning preferences for students at 
nontraditional African American students at other HBCUs in diverse parts of the United 
States should also be conducted. This research may help to corroborate or negate the 
findings of this study. 
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Furthermore, one cannot be sure whether the findings about nontraditional 
African American students attending a southeastern HBCU would relate to nontraditional 
African American students at PWI. As such, a study focusing on African American 
learning preferences at PWI should also be conducted. 
In addition, nine of the participants in this study were from middle class 
backgrounds. Only one participant in this study was from an economically-challenged 
background. In addition, no participants in the study were from upper class backgrounds. 
Because there was not enough representation from other socioeconomic classes, a future 
study focusing on various socioeconomic classes may help to shed more light on learning 
preferences of African Americans from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. 
Because of the novelty of online learning, much of the focus on online learners 
rests with ethnic majority instead of ethnic minority learners in general. More 
quantitative and qualitative research needs to be completed about African American 
online learners. As more and more K-12 schools incorporate online learning into their 
curriculums, it is important that achievement gaps do not widen due to online learning 
and communication preferences. 
Additional research should also focus on equity issues in online learning. As 
student loans are now controlled by the government instead of the private sector, online 
schools who often grant more graduate degrees to African Americans than HBCUs are 
now under continuous scrutiny for issuing the largest amounts of financial aid loans and 
also having the largest default rates in comparison to brick and mortar schools. As early 
as 2014, the government may refuse financial aid to students who attend some for-profit 
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online schools. Should this occur, how will this impact nontraditional African American 
students who attend online for-profit institutions? Who will then serve the needs of these 
students? Will HBCUs and PWIs have the knowledge and finances to educate African 
American students according to their learning and communication preferences online?  
Or will these African American students continue to experience digital inequality? 
Summary 
 Nontraditional African American participants in this study had various 
preferences to communication and learning and various perceptions about online 
learning. As a whole, participants indicated a preference for live auditory two-way 
communication and frequent interaction among students and the professor. When it came 
to learning, participants preferred various modalities. Though text was often the main 
form of gaining knowledge in the course, multimedia and constructivist activities were 
also included. The majority of participants discussed their sense of being overwhelmed 
by the length and complexity of the reading. As a result, many participants indicated a 
preference for professors to highlight essential information through study guides and a 
desire to give and receive help from other students through social and group interaction. 
While online learning helped these busy adults complete their college educations while 
balancing work and family, their preferences for two-way auditory communication and 
frequent verbal interaction implied that online learning was a means to an end rather than 
an enriching alternative to traditional classroom instruction. While a few of the 
participants found the online learning experience adequate or beyond, most of them 
mentioned a need for more interaction among students and the professor. They also 
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desired the professor to respond to questions and provide feedback to assignments more 
expeditiously. Therefore, in order to create online courses which appeal to nontraditional 
African American communication and learning preferences, administrators and 
professors must create more audio-visual content and assignments, as well as allow 
students a means by which to learn collaboratively. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
INDIVIDUAL STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
 
Date ___________________   Interviewee _________________ 
Tape no:___________     
Online World Literature I Instructor: _________________________ 
1.  Tell me a little about yourself. 
A)   Which of any of the following applies to you? 
• Did not enter college the same year of high school graduation 
• Works full time while attending college part or full-time 
• Is financially independent from a legal guardian 
• Has children 
• Is a single parent 
• Has a General Educational Development for high school equivalency 
   B)   To which generation do you belong? 
• Generation Y (1977-1990) 
• Generation X (1965-1976)  
• Young  Boomers (1955-1964)   
• Older Boomer (1946-1954)   
• Silent Generation (1937-1945)  
• GI Generation ( 1936 and below)   
    C)  If you are a part of Generation Y, what year were you born?   
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    2. What has given you or not given you a desire to learn online? 
• How would you describe the way you feel about technology? 
• How do you use technology outside of the classroom? 
• How did you use technology growing up? 
  3. How would you describe a great class? 
• What role does the instructor play in the course? 
• How would you interact with other classmates? 
• What role would students play in the class? 
   4. How do you prefer to learn? 
• Describe the optimal environment you would like to prepare course 
assignment? 
• What is your process for preparing an assignment? 
• What is your process for studying for an exam? 
   5. Tell me how you perceive your participation online? 
• How would you describe the way you participate in discussion 
threads? 
• How would you describe the way you participate in assessments (tests, 
quizzes, essays). 
• How would you describe the way you participate in other online 
classroom activities? 
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• How would you describe your process in reading and replying to 
threads by classmates? 
• How would you describe your process in reading and replying to 
threads by the instructor? 
• How often do you prefer to read posts by classmates? 
• How often do you prefer to read posts by the instructor? 
• How often do you prefer to respond to posts by classmates? 
• How often do you prefer to respond to posts by instructors? 
   6. How would you describe a world literature class? 
• What role does the instructor play in the course? 
• What role do the students play in the course? 
• What is your perception about how face to face World Literature I 
classes are taught 
• What are your perceptions about the writing and reading 
requirements in class? 
    7. What are your perceptions of online learning? 
• What are your perceptions about the role of the instructor in the 
class? 
• What are your perceptions about the role of the instructor? 
• What are your perceptions about how students’ interact with others 
students online? 
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• What are your perceptions about the role of students in online 
course? 
    8. What are your communication preferences? 
• How do you prefer to communicate in class? 
• How do you prefer to communicate with classmates? 
• How do you prefer to communicate with your teachers? 
• What are your preferences for your teacher’s style of 
communication? 
    9. How would you describe your ability to navigate around the blackboard  
platform? 
  10. How do you describe your abilities to complete quizzes, tests, discussion 
boards, and assignments online? 
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APPENDIX B 
 
OBSERVATIONS IN WORLD LITERATURE ONLINE CLASSES 
 
 
Date: ________________________ 
Tape No: __________________________ 
Student: ________________________________________________ 
Teacher: _________________________________________________ 
Online Course/Section:   _________________________________________ 
1. What kind of participant is the student? 
a. How many posts to the discussion thread does the student make? 
b. How often does the student log into the course shell? 
c. Does the student attend chats if available (live or archived)? 
d. Does the student complete all of her assignments? 
e. Does the student ask the teacher questions? 
f. Does the student ask other student questions via e-mail or through the 
course shell? 
2. How does the student meet the teacher’s requirements, as listed on the 
syllabus, for posts to discussion threads, assessments, and other online 
activities? 
a.  Does the student meet the teacher’s requirements for discussion thread 
posts always, sometimes or never? 
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b.  Does the student meet teacher’s requirement for completing assessments 
always, sometimes, or never. 
c.  Does the student meet the teacher’s requirements for other online activities 
always, sometimes, or never. 
3. Is the course layout user friendly? 
a. How are course information, assignments, announcements, and quizzes 
made available to students? 
b. Where are course information, assignments, announcements, and quizzes 
located? 
c. Is there a central location online for students to ask questions to the 
professor? 
d. Is there a number listed in a central location for technical support? 
e. Is there a platform tutorial for students use in the course? 
4. Does the course appeal to various learning styles? 
a. Are course materials presented in text, audio, and/or visual format?  
b. Are students allowed to work in groups on assignments or alone? 
c. Do students complete assignments through text, audio, and or visual 
format? 
d. If chats are available, are they in text, audio, and or visual format? 
5. How do students communicate with other students in the course? 
a. How often do they post discussion boards? 
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b. Is there an informal chat platform in the course for student 
communication? 
c. Do they e-mail each other through the course platform? 
6. How are students able to communicate with the instructor? 
a. Is there a virtual office available in the course platform? 
b. Do students respond to instructor interaction in the discussion thread? 
c. How long does it take for students to respond to instructor’s prompts or 
instructor participation? 
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APPENDIX C 
DATA ANALYSIS CHART: DATA POINT THEMES 
 
 
 Themes Categories Units/ Data Indicators 
Data  Frequency 
N= (n) number 
of participants 
responses to 
data points 
 
Communication 
Preferences 
Hit Somebody Up: 
Communication Among 
Classmates, Students 
and the Professor 
Frequent 
Communication 
With Peers 
Preferred Oral  
Communication 
With  Peers 
 
“Well, I’m not a big 
phone person, but I 
would rather talk to 
them face-to-face and 
just having open 
dialogue and be able to 
speak openly and then 
get some response 
back” (PI, 5/13/10). 
 
“I really talk with other 
classmates. I usually 
share my phone number 
with them and give 
them that information 
so that just in case 
something happens and 
you’re not able to come 
to class, we will be able 
to share the answers” 
(PI, 5/12/10). 
 
 
Communication 
with peers (8) 
Face to face (6) 
Telephonic (2)  
  Availability of the 
Instructor 
Students Prefer a lot of 
contact with the 
professor:  
 
“I wish the instructor 
would’ve participated 
more in the discussion 
more. For me, 
personally, I think there 
should be more 
interaction even though 
it is an online course. I 
would like for it to be 
like it was in the 
classroom. One of my 
instructors had a chat, 
and I wish she would 
have made it available 
in the afternoon and 
also have some in the 
 Oral 
communication to  
professor  (7) 
Telephonic (4) 
Face to face (3) 
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 Themes Categories Units/ Data Indicators 
Data  Frequency 
N= (n) number 
of participants 
responses to 
data points 
evening. But just 
something so you could 
ask questions. I always 
felt like I didn’t get 
something” (PI, 
5/10/10). 
  
 
 
 
  Teacher 
Immediacy 
Frequent 
Communication From 
the Professor 
 
“I think the accessibility 
to the instructor—to be 
able to ask questions 
and get a response back 
makes a good class. 
There would be online 
chats so you would be 
able to be online. There 
would be office hours 
online. They ought to 
have office time so that 
you could just chat 
where in one could 
enter into conversation 
to ask questions. To 
make sure you’re going 
in the right direction” 
(PI, 5/12/10). 
 
 An email from 
the professor (6) 
 Hear from the 
professor (5) 
Learning 
Preferences 
Shorten, Condense, and 
Learning in Different 
Ways: Handling 
Reading, Studying for 
Tests, and Multiple 
Ways of Learning 
Shorten Reading  Reading 
 
“I just read all the stuff 
and sometimes I was 
just overwhelmed with 
how much reading  
there was  . . .  It was so 
much required that it 
could be overwhelming, 
and then I got to read 
this and then in another 
class I got five chapters 
to read and then I 
would  be like WOW”  
(PI, 5/10/10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 Reading 
challenging (6) 
 Break down 
reading into 
smaller 
components in 
order to eliminate 
overwhelm. (5) 
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 Themes Categories Units/ Data Indicators 
Data  Frequency 
N= (n) number 
of participants 
responses to 
data points 
   Group Work  Preparation of 
assignments  
  
 “I enjoyed the group 
discussions online for 
online classes and in a 
classroom setting. I 
enjoy the same thing 
with the group 
discussions with 
dialogue and group 
assignments in class 
and not out of class, 
something where you’re 
applying what you learn 
for 30 minutes of class, 
and maybe working 
together 30 minutes of 
class, and then 
presenting what we 
learn” (PI, 5/10/10). 
  
 Prepare 
assignments in 
groups. (6) 
 
   Multiple Modes of 
Learning 
Learning Modes 
 
A participant described 
an excellent classroom 
setting as one that is 
“probably a blended 
class, probably some 
online, and some in the 
classroom. Then you 
would just have a better 
opportunity to maybe 
ask some questions [if 
needed]” (PI, 5/12/10). 
  
 Various ways of 
learning (audio, 
visual, 
multimedia, 
social (10) 
   Study Guides Studying for Exams 
 
“When I get ready for a 
test, and I just go back 
over my notes and my 
PowerPoint and review, 
I basically do the same 
thing when I’m getting 
ready to write a paper” 
(PI, 5/12/10). 
 
Instructor to 
prepare study 
guides for tests 
and exams. (5) 
 Relationships that 
Foster Course Interest: 
Connecting to Subject 
Matter, Content, and 
Peers Online; 
 Generation Y 
Relates to the 
Subject and topics 
 Generation Y Needs to 
Connect Subject and 
topics  
  
“It [reading] depends on 
the topic. If it’s boring I 
 Subject and 
Topics: 
Generation Y 
(3/3) 
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 Themes Categories Units/ Data Indicators 
Data  Frequency 
N= (n) number 
of participants 
responses to 
data points 
am less likely to read it. 
If it is interesting I am 
more times more likely 
to read it” (PI, 5/10/10).  
  
 
 
 
 
 Older Generations 
relate to classmates 
Older Generations need 
to connect to classmates 
  
“I look through the 
majority of them, and it 
sometimes is going to 
depend on how the 
person responded if it 
seems like they have the 
same kind of thought 
process I do. Or it looks 
like they prepared their 
responses then that’s 
the one I’m drawn to.    
. . . It looks like they 
respond just so they can 
respond. I try to shy 
away from those a little 
bit more. Or if it looks 
like someone who 
prepared as much, then 
those are the ones that 
I’ll usually respond to” 
(PI, 5/13/10). 
  
Relating to 
classmates enjoy 
learning and fully 
participate in the 
course: Older 
Generations (4/7) 
Perceptions 
about Online 
Learning 
Impatience is a Virtue:  
The Benefits and 
Disadvantages of 
Online Learning 
Advantages of 
Online Learning 
 Convenience 
  
 “Well, I just wanted to 
work at a certain pace. I 
was taking a certain 
amount of hours and   it 
was really overboard 
for me. To have an 
ability to take the online 
class was convenient 
for me. It would be 
better off for me so that 
I could make the grade 
that will be acceptable 
to me” (PI, 5/12/10). 
 Convenience of 
online learning 
(10) 
 Most participants 
find online 
learning to be 
easy in terms of 
usability (5). 
   Disadvantages  Inconvenience 
 
“In an online class 
you’re looking at more 
of an honor system and 
in an online class you 
have to be a lot more 
motivated. You have to 
be self-motivated 
 Slow responses to 
questions by 
online instructors 
and slow 
feedback on 
assignments. (6) 
 Computer freezes 
and their lack of 
familiarity with 
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 Themes Categories Units/ Data Indicators 
Data  Frequency 
N= (n) number 
of participants 
responses to 
data points 
because it is easy to 
procrastinate and to say 
that you will do this in a 
little bit. But in a 
classroom, you’re right 
there in front of the 
instructor and they can 
see what you’re doing 
more and see your 
learning paces more. 
But in online, you’re 
going to have to do that 
yourself” (PI, 5/13/10). 
online learning 
tools. (5) 
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APPENDIX D 
 
CONSENT FORM 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO 
 
THIS IS A TEMPLATE FOR THE LONG FORM FOR OBTAINING INFORMED CONSENT 
FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH. IT MUST BE ADAPTED TO INCLUDE ALL OF THE 
INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR INFORMED CONSENT. IF AN ITEM IS NOT 
APPROPRIATE FOR THE STUDY, PLEASE DELETE IT FROM THE FORM. 
CONSENT TO ACT AS A HUMAN PARTICIPANT: LONG FORM 
 
Project Title: Nontraditional African American Students’ preferences in Online Learning at a 
Southeastern  Historically Black College and University (HBCU) 
Project Director:  Juanita Merrills 
 
Participant’s Name:        
 
What is the study about? 
 
The purpose of this study is to explain how communication preferences, learning preferences, and 
perceptions about online learning affect non-traditional African American students of various 
ages, class, and geographical backgrounds in their participation in online world literature courses 
at an Historically Black College and University in the southeastern United States. 
. 
Why are you asking me? 
 
The participants for this study will include 10 nontraditional African American students 
participating in online world literature classes at this southeastern Historically Black College and 
University.. Nontraditional students are selected for this study because of the growing numbers of 
adult learners. In addition, at this time nontraditional students are offered more selections of 
online courses than traditional students at this southeastern Historically Black College and 
University .  
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What will you ask me to do if I agree to be in the study? 
 
The data collection for this proposed study will include the following: 1) Individual interviews; 2) 
Observations of online classes; 3) Observation of online platforms. During this study, I will 
conduct a one-on-one private interview via email, telephone conversation, or face to face. In the 
interview, you will answer open-ended questions. I will also view your activity in the course. This 
may occur after the course is completed and will have no bearing on your grade. The interview 
will take only one hour to one hour and a half of your time. 
  
Is there any audio/video recording? 
 
Yes, your interview will be recorded and later transcribed. Because your voice will be potentially 
identifiable by anyone who hears the tape, your confidentiality for things you say on the tape 
cannot be guaranteed although the researcher will try to limit access to the tape. 
 
What are the dangers to me?  
 
Because a pseudonym will be used in lieu of your name, interviews will be one-on-one and 
private, and participation will not influence your grade in the studied course, there is no risk to 
you. 
 
If you have any concerns about your rights, how you are being treated or if you have questions, want 
more information or have suggestions, please contact Eric Allen in the Office of Research 
Compliance at UNCG at (336) 256-1482. Questions, concerns or complaints about this project or 
benefits or risks associated with being in this study can be answered by Jewell Cooper who may 
be contacted at (336) 334-3438 or jecooper@uncg.edu. 
 
Are there any benefits to me for taking part in this research study? 
 
Engaging in this study could potentially assist you in becoming more competitive in a global 
economy. This study has the capability of identifying key factors needed to encourage enrollment 
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of nontraditional African American students from diverse backgrounds in online courses, thereby 
allowing you to remain competitive at a time where more emphasis is being placed on 
technology. 
 
Are there any benefits to society as a result of me taking part in this research? 
 
The finding of the study will inform educational institutions about how to meet the needs of 
nontraditional African American learners. This will help to ensure that the needs of diverse 
populations are being met online. 
 
Will I get paid for being in the study?  Will it cost me anything? 
 
Students who participate and complete the study will receive a $25.00 gift card. The card will be 
mailed to you after the study is completed. There will be no cost to you as the participant. 
 
How will you keep my information confidential? 
 
All information obtained in this study is strictly confidential unless disclosure is required by law. 
All data will be kept in my home office in a locked file and a security locked computer. 
Absolute confidentiality of data provided through the Internet cannot be guaranteed due to the 
limited protections of Internet access. Please be sure to close your browser when finished so no 
one will be able to see what you have been doing. 
 
What if I want to leave the study? 
 
You have the right to refuse to participate or to withdraw at any time, without penalty. If you do 
withdraw, it will not affect you in any way. If you choose to withdraw, you may request that any 
of your data which has been collected be destroyed unless it is in a de-identifiable state. 
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What about new information/changes in the study?  
  
If significant new information relating to the study becomes available which may relate to your 
willingness to continue to participate, this information will be provided to you. 
 
Voluntary Consent by Participant: 
 
By signing this consent form you are agreeing that you read, or it has been read to you, and you 
fully understand the contents of this document and are openly willing consent to take part in this 
study. All of your questions concerning this study have been answered. By signing this form, you 
are agreeing that you are 18 years of age or older and are agreeing to participate, or have the 
individual specified above as a participant participate, in this study described to you by Juanita 
Merrills. 
 
Signature: ________________________ Date: ________________ 
